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ABSTRACT
This quantitative study examined the differential effectiveness of inquiry and expository
methods of instruction in terms of pupils' understanding of'the human circulatory system
and pupils' attitudes towards biology as a subject at school. The sample used in the
study consisted of 64 Standard Eight Biology pupils from a Pretoria high schooL The
"inquiry group" comprised 35 pupils and the "expository group' 2~ pupils.
The research procedure included the :!eve1opment of an inquiry "teaching package"
dealing with the human circulatory system, designing a Test of Understanding and
selecting an appropriate Attitude Towards School Biology Test. The "package" and the
testing instruments were pilot tested before being used in the main study.
Two research designs were used in this study. To compare the levels of pupils'
understanding of the inquiry and expository groups a Posttest-only with Nonequivalent
groups was used, whilst an Untreated Control Group Design with Pretest and Posttest
was used for the comparison of pupils' attitudes towards biology as a school subject.
An Analysis of Covariance (ANCOV A) revealed no significant differences in pupils'
understanding of the circulatory system between the inquiry and expository groups.
There were also no significant differences between the two groups in terms of pupils'
understanding when comparing Higher Grade and Standard Grade pupils separately.
ANCOVA revealed no significant differences between the inquiry and expository groups
in pupils' attitudes towards biology as a school subject. A Chi-square test revealed that
a significantly larger number of pupils in the inquiry group responded favourably to the
statement "Biology is fascinating and fun". A Chi-square test, however, revealed no
significant differences between the two groups ill terms of responses to the statements
"During Biology class) I usually am interested", and "Biology is interesting to me and
I enjoy it".
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1~heeffect of all inquiry-based curriculum on students' learning and attitudes has been
investigated by several researchers. Various studies have shown a possible link between
a1n inquiry approach and improvements in achievement, und~~j;anding, attitudes to
sc\ience and improved skil1~(Shymansky et at, 1990). Similar findings were made by
Selim and Shrigley (1983) regarding attitude and achievement, skills and attitude.by
Brodderman (1985») and on reasoning, achievement and attitude by Hall and McCurdy
(19.~O).However, whilst some studies have reported positive outcomes, others claim no
effect at all (Crocker et aI., 1976).
Inthis study an inquiry teaching package dealing with the human. circulatory system was
developed by the researcher in order to evaluate the effectiveness of an inquiry approach
on pupils' understanding of biological concepts as well as their attitudes towards biology
as a subject at school, The inquiry package was taught to an experimental group of35
Standard Eight Biology pupils. Their performance on a theory test of understanding as
well as their attitudes towards biology were compared to those of a control group of29
pupils to whom the same tests were administered. The control group was taught the
same content using an expository approach. The theory test of understanding was
developed by the researcher whilst an exisisting attitude towards biology test developed
by an experienced researcher was used.
1.1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEMS
Two problems are of interest in this study, namely, the apparent lack of understanding of
biological concepts as well as unfavourable attitudes towards the sciences among
secondary school pupils inSouth Africa.
1.1.1 Understanding
It has been my experience from teaching senior biology in South African government
secondary schools for the past eight years that many of my biology pupils, when required
1
to apply learned knowledge to new situations, are unable to do so. Although many
pupils do not understand, (comprehend) the concepts and as a result cannot apply them,
they may stili pass and could even achieve good results by answering the factual recall
questions correctly. This suggests that many pupils are rote-learning for the
examinations, This achievement raises concerns (well beyond the scope of this study)
about the questions used in the examinations at those SChools,and possibly elsewhere in
the country.
A lack of understanding of scientific concepts among high school pupils does not seem
to be restricted to this country. Driver and Bell (1986, 433) suggest that "there is
concern among science teachers in many countries that perhaps .the majority of
secondary students neither understand, nor see much point in the conceptually based
science they are taught at school. "
L 1.2 Attitudes
Inmy teaching Ihave encountered many pupils that have unfavourable attitudes towards
biology (one of the sciences taught in South African schools) as a subject. Many pupils
have indicated te me that they dislike. memorising large quantities of "facts" and
"diagrams" and that they don't do enough "investigating" themselves.
Gogolin and Swartz (1992) contend that for many students, learning science involves
negative feelings and attitudes which discourage further exposure to any scientific
enquiry. Mason and Kahle (1988) suggest that some of the negative feelings held by
students towards science, or the study of science, may be attributed to the teaching of
science rather than the nature cf the subject ;itself. It is the opinion of Germann (1988)
that scientific endeavours should not be viewed as secretive, frightening or impossible.
Instead, science should elicit feelings of excitement, wonder, curiosity and challenge. It
would be interesting to see if using an inquiry approach to teaching improves pupils'
attitudes towards biology.
1.2 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
Research on inquiry learning suggests the possibility of an increase in pupil
2
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understanding when learning extends beyond the verbal level whereby students merely
rote-learn ifactual knowledge without necessarily understanding the concepts involved
(Carin and Sund, 1980). Wellington (1981) argues that inquiry methods of teaching
could also improve pupils' attitudes towards and appreciation of science, which impingws
on the "affective domain" of Blooms' Taxonomy.
Understanding and attitude are regarded as two important domains of science education
Crv:',&Cormackand Yager, 1989). Inthis reL,.udYager and Penick (1984,143) argue that
It if we are truly to influence and improve science education, WI:. -nustplace students at
the forefront of our thinking and we must consider the affective lt$ well as cognitive
domains". Wareing (1990) suggests that in a healthy curriculum there should be a
simultaneous interplay between cognition and the affective domain. Feelings and facts
should be joined together in a mutual alliance. It is therefore important to develop
instructional strategies that improve affective outcomes as well as achievement outcomes
(Gogolin and Swartz, 1992).
To date in South Africa little research has been published on inquiry teaching,
particularly in relation to pupil understanding and attitudes towards biology as a school
subject. It is suggested that this study could make a contribution to the ongoing debate
on problems and issues in science education, particularly with respect to inquiry
learning.
The specific aims of the study are to design an inquiry-orientated "teaching package"
dealing with the human circulatory system for use by Standard 8 Biology teachers and to
evaluate its comparative effectiveness against a more traditional expository approach
regarding:
- pupils" understandin~ of the circulatory system, and
- pupils' attitudes towards biology as a school subject.
1.3 DEFINITIONS FOR THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY
From the review of the literature it is apparent that both "inquiry" and "attitude" are
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problematic terms, as different authors use them to mean different things. This may be
a reason for the inconsistency of research findings on the effects of inquiry learning.
Wilson (1974)· states that inquiry is a process model of instruction which is often
confused with open-ended, undirected activity which is assumed to simulate scientific
activity. Inquiry learning is not restricted to the act of finding out something that was
previously unknown, but rather includes ali forms of obtaining knowledge for oneself by
the use of one's own mind (Pugliese, 1973). Tamir (1983) emphasises the importance of
differentiating between the teaching of science. "as inquiry II and teaching science "by
inquiry". Teaching and learning as inquiry opens opportunities of getting first-hand
experience in doing science, and in addition develops inquiry skills, such as the ability
to identity and define a problem, to formulate an hypothesis, to desigr, an experiment,
and to collect, analyse, and interpret data. The teaching of science by inqui:ry. on the
other hand, in addition to transmitting concepts, principles, and facts, has the
responsibility of conveying a realistic image of science and its nature (Tamir, 1983).
Teaching science b).'inqu.iryallows students to use all forms of obtaining knowledge for
themselves in accordance with the view expressed by Pugliese (1973). Tamir (1983)
contends that teaching science by inquiry: should be given first priority as the main
objective of science teaching.
In this study the following definitions will be used:
Inquiry teaching: This will be defined as an approach which allows pupils, under
the guidance of the teacher, to discover for themselves information new to them by
active participation (taken to mean acting on material objects physically and mentally
and "doing" things with social collaboration). Lessons begin with practical work (i.e.
experiments, dissections, comprehension exercises, manipulating models, viewing
biostrips etc.) guided largely by open-ended worksheets, and end with pupil-pupil and
pupil-teacher questions and discussions to consolidate concepts to be learnt.
..
Expository teaching: This is an approach to teaching by which all the relevant
information is given to the pupils by the teacher. A large proportion of teaching time is
taken up by facts being "exposed' by step-by-step explanation on the part of the teacher,
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usually by a conventionjd lecture approach. Practice] work is used mainly to verify
information already taught. Generally there is limited pupil-pupil interaction as well as
-a lack of pupil-initiated discussions.
Understanding: This occurs when concepts to be learned are consciously related to
relevant concepts which have been acquired previously, and integrated into the .learners '
conceptual framework in a meaningful way. Learnt concepts can then be applied in
different but similar contexts to solve unseen (unknown) problems (Head, 1982).
Attitude: Despite many different and more recent definitions, Allport's definition will
be used in this study. !IAn attitude is a mental and neural state of readiness organised
through experience, exerting a direct or dynamic influence upon an individual's
responses to all objects and situations with which it is related" (Allport, 1935,810).
Attitud~to science: Attitude in this sense is seen as a tendency or inclination to
respond, in an unfavourable or favourable manner to science (Wareing, 1990). In this
study pupils' attitudes towards biology as a subject at school is investigated.
1.4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
An attempt is made in this study to answer the following two questions:
1. Do Standard 8 Biology pupils taught by an inquiry teaching approach have a better
understanding of the circulatory system than pupils taught by the traditional
expository approach?
2. Do Standard 8 Biology pupils receiving inquiry-orientated instruction develop more
favourable att, Jes towards biology as a school subject than do pupils receiving
expository instruction?
5
15 PROCEDURES
1.5.1 Overview of procedures followed
procedural details
Phase I
-]Test ofunderstanding , •Inquiry teaching"package""--, --,~......-__,
.['. ,Pilote,dSchoolS
n =29
Phase n...main study
Prestest of ]attitudes towardsbiology
...,;,-
I Inquiry "package" I Traditionalexpository
approach
1
Experiment"d group Control group
n ~':35 n=29
1 1
Test of
understanding
pPosttest of attitudestowards biology
6
r=: Test of
attitudes towards
biology
1\
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1.5.2 .Research design
Two research designs are used in this study. For the comparison between the
experimental and control groups of pupil understanding a Posttest-only Design 'with
Nonequivalent groups was used (Cook'and Campbell, 1979). The sample used was non-
randornised and nonequivalent, as the Useof two intact classes was all the researcher had
access to.
For the comparison between the experimental and control groups of pupils' attitudes
towards biology an Untreated Control Group Design with Pretest and Pastiest was used
(Cook and Campbell, 1979).
1.5.3 oample:$,
Two Standard 8 Biology class, ti (n = 64) from a Model C Pretoria High School were
used in the study. A Model C school is a state-aided school inwhich the parents are
responsible for financing and coordinating the daily functioning of the school through
the governing body and parents association. 'Thestate is responsible only for paying the
salaries of the teachers at the school. Curricula prescribed by the government education
department are followed.
The sample for the pilot study in which the inquiry package as well as the two testing
instruments was trialled, comprised 29 Standard 8 Biology pupils from a neighbouring
Model C High School. The neighbouring school can be described as very similar in
composition and character to the school used in the main study.
1.5.4 "1)struments
(i) Test of Undel' standing (TOU)
A theory test to assess pupil understanding was designed by the researcher. It is
important that the test of understanding actually does test understanding so that
inferences made on high and low scores on the test regarding understanding are
valid. The instrument was pilot-tested to determine whether any problems existed
with instructions given, the readability, or the lay-out of the test items.
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(ii) Attitude Towards School Biology Test
An existing test, the Attitude Toward .Scienee in School Assessment (ATSSA)
developed by Paul Germann (1988) of Maine, USA was used. The ATSSA was
found to be appropriate within the context of this study as it measures a single
dimension of a general attitude towards science, speeifically, how students feel
towards science as a subject in school. The ATSSA is a Liken-scale instrument
. with ff ..five-poiruresponse scale to items ranging from strongly agree to strongly
. disagree, Instudies done in the United States ithas shown consistently Cronbach
alpha estimates (If reliability greater than 0,95 (Germann, 1988).
For the purpose of this study the word "science" was replaced by the word
"biology" in.all the items of the lest. The name of the test was also changed to the
Attitude Towards Sohool Biology Test.
1.6 ANALYSIS OF DATA
Means, variance, standard deviation and degrees of freedom were calculated for each of
the two classes on posttest scores for both the achievement and the attitude tests. This
was required to carry out an analysis of covariance (ANCQVA). ANCOV A enables the
adjustment of the posttest mean scores for each group to compensate for the initial
differences between the groups. In this study the June exam results of the pu_pilswere
used as the covariate to remove extraneous variations from the posttest scores for the test
of understanding. In the attitude towards biology component the pretest scores for the
same test were used as covariates. Frequency tables and bar charts were used to present
the results. Although not originally planned, posttest mean scores for Higher and
Standard Grade pupils seperately were also compared and ANCOVA applied. This was
done so as to determine whether Higher or Standard Grade pupils may be more or less
suited to the inquiry approach, if at all. An item analysis of selected items from both the
test of understanding as wei! as the attitude test was, done. These items were selected as
the researcher felt that certain items III the test more closely assessed with the aims of
inquiry learning than others. The results are presented in contingency tables and a chi-
square test procedure was applied. The chi-square test was used to ar .dyse data obtained
from the item analysis. The value of chi-square an,! its level of statistical significance
8
indicates whether or not. differences between expected and obtained frequencies are
significant or not.
1.7 CONCLUSICIN
Chapter 1gives a brief overview of the purpose of the study, the problems investigated
and the specific questions posed. Key terms used in the study are defined, the research
procedures followed are stated briefly.
In the chapters that follow a review of the relevant literature is given in Chapter 2, while
an elaboration of the methods used in the study is provided in Chapter 3. Chapter 4
includes the analysis and discussion ata obtained, whilst Chapter 5 includes a
/
critique of the study and summarises the findings.
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The curriculum development movement of the 1960's produced what purported to be a
new way of learning at school. Instead of the pupils being the passive recipients of
lectures, the new curricula posited a different relationship between teacher and pupil, and
a\~ifferent mode of'Ieaming. The new curricula envisaged that the pupils should retrieve
information from the range of resources provided by the teacher rather than the teacher
being the sole source and importer of knowledge. The pupils, in essence. would become
agents for their own education. The acquisition of inquiry skills was thus to be central
to the new approach. Mills p977) contends that inquiry curricula view the process and
skills of knowledge acquisi.ien as primary and the product. and the knowledge itself as
secondary.
This writer supports the view expressed by Mills (1977) that inquiry curricula may
produce learning outcomes consistent with the requirements and demands of living in a
society which is increasingly being shaped by science and technology. It thus seems
important that pupils acquire skills necessary to respond to an ever changing,
unpredictable world.
2.1 HISTORICAL REVIEW OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF
INQUIRY LEARNING
2.1.1 ~ocrates
According to Wellington (1981) the first advocate of inquiry learning was probably
Socrates (400 Be) with his non-telling approach to learning. Wellington describes how
Socrates enabled a mere slave to discover a mathematical theorem for himself without
being told anything, but after deducing ithimself after being asked a series of questions.
2.1.2 Rousseau
During the eighteenth century, in his book Emile, Rousseau argued for a less
intellectualised, more person-centred, more experience-based concept of education
(Delaney, 1980). According to Delaney, Rousseau held that education should focus
primarily on the uniqueness and worth of the individual child. it should provide him with
10
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an environment within which he could develop his own distinctive potential, and it
should also provide a setting that would best allow opportunity for learning through
experience (Delaney, 1980). Wellington (1981) quotes the now famous Rousseau
statement: "Let him know nothing. because you have told him, but because he has learnt
itfor himself' (Wellington, 1981, 167).
2.1.3 Armstrong
Atkinson and Delament (1977) believe that the rationale for inquiry curricula is best
articulated by Henry Armstrong at the turn of the century with his 'heuristic' approaches
to science education:
Heuristic methods a/teaching are method" which involve our placing students
as far as possible in the attitude of the discoverer - methods which involve their
finding out, instead ofbeing merely told about things. It should not be necessary
to justify such a policy in educaiion.: Discovery and invention are divine
prerogatives, in some degree granted to all, meet for daily usage ... it is
consequeniiy ofimportance that we be taught the rules of the game of discovery
and learn to play it skilfully. The value of mere knowledge. is immensely over-
rated, and its possession over-praised and over-rewarded. (Armstrong, 1898,
quoted by Atkinson and Delament, 1977, a8)
2.1.4 Dewey
More recently, John Dewey, the main spokesman for progressive education in the 1930's,
advocated that children should "learn by doing", rather than being lectured to (Carin and
Sund, 1980). Dewey contended that children would learn better by directing their
activities and attention to the actual world. Wellington (1981) refers to Dewey'S view
that the role of the teacher was not to represent authority, but rather to serve as a guide.
The discipline that is to be developed is self-discipline, rather than discipline imposed by
an external source. Similarly Delaney (1980) expands on Dewey's belief that the primary
task of the teacher was to refine experience. This, Dewey pointed out, means that the
child should interact freely with materials, but in such a way that the potential growth
value of experience is realised. Free and spontaneous interaction is not likely to lead to
socially desirable learning outcomes unless a certain amount of guidance is provided by
the teacher (Delaney, 1980). He suggests that according to Dewey's views the teacher
must be able to direct the child not towards the view that knowledge of the past is the
end of education, but rather to emphasise education's importance as a means (Delaney,
1980).
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2.1.5 Other psychologit;ts
Later, in the 1960's, psychologists Jean Piaget and Jerome Bruner were responsible for
a sharply increased interest in learning using methods of self-discovery, reiterating
earlier calls by Rousseau, Dewey and others (Carin and Sund, 1980). Bruner is quoted
by Egelston (1973, 467) as stating:
"The discovery method is the best WCUJ to develop desirable attitudes towards
learning and inquiry, towards the possibility of solving problems on ones own,
towards an understanding about the ultimate orderliness of nature and a
conviction that order can be discovered. "
2.2 TERMINOLOGY ..THE MEANING OF "INQUiRY"
2.2.1 Im_gortance of precise terminology
Having precise terms for something facilitates its use as it may prevent authors from
using particular terms that mean different things to different people. Keegan (I993, 17)
makes the following statement in this regard:
"How much more professional teachers would be - how much more r:~e
physicians, attorneys, and engineers - if they would sharpen their introspection,
make reasoned improvements, and pass those improvements on to other teachers
by using precisely understood terms. "
A statement by Postman and Weingartner in 1969 is quoted by Keegan (1993, 17):
"Eventually> the profession will have to get its names straight so that intelligent
discussions can go forward. "
2.2.2 .QQDfusion surrounding the nption of ','inquiry"
Many writers have contributed towards an understanding of what inquiry learning is.
There are, however, many different views and interpretations. After reviewing four large
National Science Foundation-sponsored studies assessing the state of science education
inthe United States inthe late 1970's, Welch et aI. (1981) emphasised the confusion over
the meaning of inquiry in the classroom. Similarly Crocker et al. (1976) state that there
has been a tendency to include under the broad rubric of "teaching by inquiry" a whole
range of teaching strategies.
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Tamir (1983) provides evidence that the notion of inquiry causes a great deal of
confusion among teachers and states that this may well be a reason for many teachers not
presenting science as. inquiry. Aswas suggested in Chapter 1, different views on the
meaning of inquiry may also be responsible for the equivocal research findings regarding
the outcomes of an inquiry approach to teaching and learning.
Many science teachers use the terms "discovery learning" and "inquiry learning"
interchangeably. Sund and Trowbridge (1973), however, differentiate the meanings.
They see "discovery" as being the mental process of assimilating concepts and principles
in the mindfobserving, classifying, measuring, predicting, describing and inferring) i.e.
a process of learning, while "inquiry" describes the process used by the mature scientists
performing relatively sophisticated mental processes, i.e. a process of scientific
investigation including:
asking questions about natural phenomena,
formulating problems,
formulating hypothesis,
designing investigative approaches, including experiments,
carrying out experiments,
synthesising knowledge, and
having certain scientific attitudes such as objectiveness, curiosity, open-mindedness
and responsibility,
Keegan (1993) also differentiates between 'discovery' and 'inquiry', but on a different
basis. Keegan states that there are many typologies of instructional methods and
indicates that a popular dichotomy is whether or not the student is actively exercising his
or her volition and imagination, or whether the student is subject to the will and
imagination of others. This Keegan dubs as the "discovery versus didactic" dichotomy.
However, he 'Offerswhat he calls "a more sensitive" typology based on the view that the
instructional moment is in essence, a stimulus followed by a response. Based on this,
Keegan delineates four "kingdoms It of instructional methods based on who generates the
stimulus and who generates the response, with the instructional moment.
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He believes than when the expert generates both stimulus and response, as in an
uninterrupted lecture, the instruction is said to be didactic. When the expert generates
the stimulus, and the learner responds, Lip, method is socratic, as in teacher-led
discussion. When the learner generates the stimulus - for example, a question - and a
book or an expert produces a processed, finished response, then the inquiry method is
taking place. And, finally, when the learner generates both stimulus and response, the
instructional moment is one of discovery method (Keegan. 1993). Keegan's view is
visually represented in the following diagram.
I,
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DIDACTIC SOCRATIC INQUIRY DISCOVER'i
Teacher Student
Figure 1: Hypothetical amount of activity during instruction
(From Keegan, 1993, 18)
According to Falk (1980), the teacher who makes use of the inquiry approach becomes
a guide inhelping students uncover information for themselves. The pupil becomes the
active performer, the thinker and the experimenter. Falk contends that these are aspects
of the inquiry approach which differ from the traditional expository approach to
teaching, in which experimentation is used to verify known facts and theory. It is the
responsibility of the teacher using the inquiry approach to find ways of guiding ~hepupils
so that they use inquiry skills in order to assimilate biological concepts and find answers
to biological problems (Falk, 1980).
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Welch et a1.(1981) consider inquiry to be a general process by which human beings seek
information or understanding. Broadly conceived, Welch views inquiry as a way of
thought, Welch et a1. (1981) go on to say that scientific inquiry, a subset of general
inquiry, is concerned with the natural world and is guided by certain beliefs and
assumptions.
Tamir (1983), however, stresses the importance of being more specific. Tamir suggests
that a distinction needs to be made between teaching and Ierrning science as inquiry and
teaching and learning b;l_inquiry. According to Tamir teaching and learning science as
inquizy opens opportunities of getting first-hand experience in doing science and, in
addition to this, to developing inquiry skills, such as the abilities to identify and define
a problem, to formulate a hypothesis, to Jesign an experiment, and to collect, analyse,
and interpret data. Tamir contends that there may be good reasons to suggest that many
of the problem-solving assignments and discovery learning exercises supported by the
National Science Foundation in the United States in the 1960is (with a learning science
as inquiry approach) are beyond the capabilities of many students and teachers. Tamir
states that perhaps many students may profit from a more structured presentation. In
accordance with this view Garin and Sund (1980) state that they believe in guided
discovery" not the laissez-faire, "children do what you want and you'll lear-t' approach.
Wilson (1974) states that in an inquiry-based classroom, the learner should be placed in
situations where inquiry into new phenomena or explanations is performed with external
guidance. The teacher should provide cues to direct the inquiry, and should provide
related observations to guide the conceptual experimentation. This more structured
approach Tamir (1983) refers to as teaching and learning by inquiry. This approach, in
addition to transmitting concepts, principles and facts, has the responsibility of
conveying a realistic image of science and its nature. This writer supports the view of
Tamir that it is the latter approach i.e. teaching and learning by inquiry that should be
given first priority as the objective of science teaching.
I
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2.2.3 Characteristics of inquiry methods
Isaac (1993) provides a useful summary of the characteristics of inquiry methods of
teaching which in the opinion of this writer seem to be in accordance with the teaching
and learning by inquiry suggested by Tamir (1983). They include:
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• step-by-step teacher explanation to pupils, limited to a few difficult concepts;
• practical work designed to investigate prolr' ",I,ns, the answers to which are not already
known;
• regular use of experimental data and a range of resource material;
• practical work sheets largely orvn-ended;
• frequent referebee to the ten ....nve nature of science;
• frequent pupil-tc-pupil interaction;
• frequent pupil-initiated discussions.
In contrast to this, Isaac (1993) gives a detailed list of the "expository" methods of
teaching:
• a large proportion of time taken by the facts, concepts, principles "exposed" by step-
by-step explanation on the part of the teacher, by conventional lecture;
• little or no reference to the tentative nature of science;
• questions mainly designed to obtain responses based on the body of information
taught;
• practical work designed mainly to verify information already learnt;
• the use of practical work sheets with detailed s''':'l!-by-stepinstructions of procedures
to be used, precautions to be observed, observations to be made, data to be collected
and methods of recording and analysing data;
o limited or no pupil-to-pupil interaction; lack cf pupil-initiated discussions.
2.3 REASONS FOR PROPOSING INQUIRY LEARNING
Bruner gives the following four main reasons for using inquiry learning (Carin and Sund,
1980):
• It encourages intellectual development. An individual learns and develops his mind
only by using it.
• It creates intrinsic motivation. As a consequence of succeeding at discovery, the
student receives a self-satisfying reward.
• It helps with acquiring techniques of discovery, The only way individuals acquire
the techniques of discovery is by exposure to discovery.
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o It improves memory retention. Something reasoned out yourself stays fresh in your
mind, but concepts you were told in a lecture may escape your mind.
Carin and Sund (1980) add some of their own reasons:
., Self-concept development. Only by being involved in learning can one manifest
one's potential and gain insights into the "self". Part of the task of becoming a better
person is to build one's self-concept. Inquiry learning provides abundant
opportunities for this .
., Development of '!llilents. Humans are a collection of hundreds of talents, and
academic talent is only one of these. The more freedom one has, the more
opportunities there are to develop talents such as creativity, socialisation,
organisation etc.
G Increased expectancy levels. Students learn from previous inquiry experiences that
they can "think autonomously", and expect to be successful in. solving future
problems all their own.
• Inquiry; methods avoid learning which happens only at the verbal level. The
learning of a definition, rule, etc. takes place mainly on a verbal level, without
meaning. Inquiry learning nredisposes pupils to obtain their own meanings fi:omthe
environment, preventing learning only at the verbal level.
2.4 MORE-CONTEMPORARY ARGUMENTS
FOR SUPPORTING INQUIRY
Inquiry methods bring about an awareness of the nature of science itself (Wellington,
1981). TIllSis recognised as one of the important aims of science education (Crocker
and Bartlett, 1976; Welch Si1at, 1981; and Tamir, 1983). Various writers suggest that
teaching and learning by inquiry may be best suited to create an awareness of the
methods and processes of science (Falk, 1980; Wellington, 1981; Isaac, 1993). It must
be noted, however, that these writers have not made the distinction between teaching
science as inquiry and teaching science by inquiry. This writer believes that teaching by
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inquiry may not necessarily guarantee the development of an awareness o{ the methods
and processes of science.
2.4.1 Inquiry learning may create a greater awareness of the nature of
science
The view of Schwab (1964) that science is an "investigative discipline" is supported by
Novak's statement on science as: "... an active field ofinquiry moving forward through
experimentation based on principles and concepts that are subject to modification."
(Novak, 1970,. 15)
Similarly Welch et~l(1981, 34) state that:
lithe nature of scientific knowledge is tentative - the product of human efforts-
affected by the processes used in its construction and by the social and
psychological context in which the inquiry occurs. Scientific know/edge is also
affected by assumptions about the natural world; such as causality,
noncapriciousness and intelligibility".
Other writers such as Voss and Brown (1968) refer not only to the products and
processes of science, but also to the third component, litheway of life of the scientist",
by which is meant the attitude and values required ofa scientist when he is engaged in
a scientific enterprise.
But why is it so important for students to understand the nature of science? One
argument relates to the rapid change at which scientific knowledge is revised. Students
who view science as a collection of facts will eventually encounter revised versions and
will become confused in the disappearance of the "facts" that they were taUc.11t,for they
have no basis for understanding the change. In this regard the Biological Sciences
Curriculum Study (BSCS) (1963, 42) quote Connerly as saying:
IfStudents are likely to become cynical about scientific enterprise and will
certainly regard what they have learnt as oflittie value ... Also asfuture citizens
they will be ill equipped to follow scientific debates concerning public issues. II
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2.4.2 Inquiry learning is in accordance w~thcontemporary views on the
nature of learning
Another contemporary argument for supporting inquiry is the view of how learning itself
takes place. In contrast with our common sense view of learning as passive 'absorbing
knowledge', current perspectives suggest that learning involves an active process in
which each learner is engaged in constructing meanings, whether from. text, dialogue or
physical experiences (Driver and Bell, 1986). Such an approach is often referred to as
the constructivist view ofIearning.
The constructivist view of learning
For educationists seeking an alternative to the traditional positivist view that learning is
the transmission of objective knowledge and that learning is the uncritical absorption of
knowledge, the notion that understanding is actively constructed by the learner is a
welcome alternative (O'Loughlin, 1992). Wellington (1981) notes that contrasting active
learning and passive remembering has long served as the foundation for progressiveand
child-centred approaches to pedagogy.
Carin and Sund (1980) refer to Piaget's contributions to learning them), and state that "he
has shown humans are not born with faculties, waiting toflower, but rather each person
must, through interaction with the environment construct his or her own intellect".
The essence of a constructivist view of'leaming according to Johnstone (1986) seems to
include that:
11& Pupils may come to school with ready-made ideas and explanations for things, which
they have gleaned from many sources. Some of these ideas may be seen as being
scientifically correct and others not.
• How we learn is conditioned by what we already know. Pre-knowledge which
people already possess is of critical importance in their attempts to make sense of
new knowledge and experiences.
4& Knowledge is not transmitted intact from teacher to learner. There seems to bit a
need for a learner to reconstruct his own version of the 'new' knowledge, by
comparing it with what he already knows and by seeking connections ill his existing
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corpus on which to hang the new ideas.
Johnstone (1986) notes that two processes namely accommodation and assimilation
come into operation and need to be considered. If some new but recognisably familiar
idea is presented the learner does not need to accommodate (modify) his body of ideas
to be able to assimilate the new idea. Johnstone (1986) goes on to say that in an extreme
case the new idea may be so dissimilar to anything that the learner knows that
accommodation is impossible. Assimilation (linking ideas) also becomes impossible and
the learner will create a new box and memorise the incoming idea, but not be able to link
it to his/her existing body of knowledge.
Similarly, Fosnot, a leading advocate of the application of constructivism to teaching
according to O'Loughlin (1992, 796), states the four foundational principles of
constructivism:
(i) "knowledge consists ofpast constructions
(ii) constructions come about through accommodation and assimilation
(iii) learning as an organic process of inveniion, rather than a mechanical process of
accumulation of knowledge
(iv) meaningful learning occurs through reflection and resolution of cognitive conflict
and thus serves to negate earlier, incomplete levels of understanding".
I suggest that inquiry learning may provide adequate opportunities for students to
construct their own meanings. Experiences can be provided Wih,;h challenge pupils'
ideas and which conflict with expectations, so provoking students to reconsider their
ideas (Driver et al., 1985). Itmay of course be that students' existing ideas are "correct",
Experiences provided. will then reinforce these beliefs. Inthis regard Posnot is quoted by
O'Loughlin (1992, 796) as saying;
itA constructivist takes the position that the learner must have experience with
hypothesising and predicting, manipulating objects) posing questions,
researching answers, imagining, investigating and inventing, in order for a new
construction to be developed. From this perspective, the teacher cannot ensure
that learners acquire knowledge just by having the teacher dispense it; a
learner-centred, active instructional model is mandated. The learner must
construct the knowledge, the teacher serves as creative mediator ofthe process, II
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2.4.3 Inquity learning results in meanlingfullearning with.understanding
e Background
An old Chinese proverb states:
I hear, and I forget
I see, and I remember
I do, and I understand.
Many science educators claim that inquiry approaches to teaching and
learning improve students' understanding of scientific concepts (Mulopo and
Fowler, 1987; Shymansky g; ai., 1990). Research findings (see discussion
p29-31) have, however, been equivocal.
Howard (1989) contends that "understanding" is a basic goal of science
education, but adds that though most would pay lip service to the importance
of comprehension, many would be hard pressed to say what the term actually
means. Various writers support Howard's view that 'understanding' is a
somewhat vague and elusive term (Head, 1982; Summers, 1982) and that
there are different views concerning what 'understanding' means.
One school of thought is based on Ausubel's assimilation theory of cognitive
learning, elaborated OJ .Novak (1984). The central idea in Ausubel's theory
is that of 'meaningful learning', which he defines as "nonarbitrary,
substantive, nonverbation incorporation of new knowledge into cognitive
structure" (Novak, 1984, 608). Cognitive structure is seen as the framework
of knowledge stored in our minds that grows and develops from childhood
to senescence. Novak states that by "nonarbitory incorporation of
knowledge", Ausubel means that the learner must make a conscious effort to
relate new knowledge to knowledge he or she already has. Substantive
learning occurs when the learner makes a conscious effort to identify the key
concepts in new knowledge and to relate these concepts to other concepts.
Nonverbation learning is simply the product of nonarbitrary, substantive
learning, since the lutter active learning processes necessarily alter the
meaning of the new knowledge learned (Novak, 1984).
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Rote learning, at the opposite pole from meaningful learning, results when
students incorporate new information into cognitive structure in an arbitrary,
verbatim. unsubstantive way. Ausubel stresses that the rote/meaningful
dbtinction is not a dichotomy but a continuum. Summers (19.82), however,
suggests that from an Ausubelian viewpoint, meaningful learning can result
from reception or discovery methods, as can rote learning. Commenting on
discovery learning as a method used during instruction by inquiry Summers
(1982, 363) warns that "discovery methods can be as disastrous as didactic
teaching, and inversely both can be equally effective". Similarly. Head
(1982) argues against some of the claims made for discovery learning in
the 1960's and early seventies which tended to suggest that all discovery-
type exercises must inevitably produce meaningful learning .
• Different perspectives of 'understanding'
One of the aims of the current study is to investigate the influence of inquiry
learning on pupil understanding. It is therefore necessary to Iuvestigate the
meaning of the term. Howard (1989) describes three different views
concerning What 'understanding' means. One everyday view is that to
understand something is to 'see' it, by being able to visualise it. Howard
contends that it is no coincidence that studies suggest highly productive
theoretical physicists have excellent visual imagery, Einstein being one
prominent example. Another view would have understanding something as
being the ability to construct a useful mathematical model of it. Physicists
or economists might be quite happy that they understand some aspects of
nature or economy when they have a set of equations that quite adequately
describes it (Howard, 1989). The third view described by Howard is in line
with Ausubel's theory of cognitive learning, By this approach, to understand
something is to know and to find [or to construct] a plausible schema which
allows one to assimilate it to what one already knows.
Taking a different approach, Hitchcock (1993) lists what students should be
able to do if they understand a concept:
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T define the concept in words,
Y recognise instances of the concept,
T distinguish between instances and non-instances, and
v solve problems involving the concept.
Hitchcock refers to a warning from Osborne and Gilbert that a student may
be able to define a concept and yet have little or no understanding of it.
Similar to Hitchcock, Gould (1983, 359) has suggested the following as at
least some of the things students can do when they understand something:
..... state it in their own words,
T give some examples of it,
T recognise it in various forms and situations,
.., see connections between it and other facts or ideas,
Y make use of it in various ways,
'If' predict some of its consequences, and
.", state its opposite.
Gould emphasises that if we wish to encourage meaningful learning then
pupils do not just need to recall facts but they also need to use them. OUf
aim in lesson planning, according to Gould (1983), should be to create
situations in which the pupil has to actively confront the ideas being
presented, and he suggests that a 'guided discovery' approach may be
appropriate in this regard.
Gould goes on to list seven kinds of tasks (which may he catered for in an
inquiry approach) we can use to help the pupils explore their grasp of
concepts. Pupils must:
T reorganise information and present it in a different way,
T use their theoretical knowledge to interpret practical observations,
T use their theoretical knowledge to interpret some of their own
experimental results,
T make predictions and d{,jign and carry out experiments to test them,
"f' use what they have learnt in a simulation or 'game' activity, and
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y identify and correct the errors in a written account.
Commenting on the theoretical assumptions which underlie research on
learning, Fisher and Lipson (1986) state that understanding lies in the extent
to which one's internal mental models successfully predict and explain
events in the external 'real' world. They also remind us, however, that
understanding is achieved by successive approximations, and all
understanding is necessarily incomplete and inmerfect.
2.4.4 Inquiry learning results in the development of positive attitudes
Leading educators note that science curricula around the world indicate a need and
expectation of development of positive attitudes in students by listing attitudinal
objectives high on the list of the main goals of science education (Hurd, 1978; Anderson,
1983 and McConnack and Yager, 1989). Johnson et al. (1974) contend that the inquiry
curricula of the 60's and 70's were designed to shift the teaching emphasis from
repeatable knowledge (what students can say afterwards) as the primary focus in the
classroom to a focus on what the students are doing cognitively (the mental operations
involved) and how students feel' about it (their attitudes towards science). Wellington
(1981) argues that discovery methods are held to be the only ones which impinge on the
'affective domain' of Bloom's Taxonomy. Such instructional methods, he feels, could
improve pupils' attitudes towards and appreciation of science.
Importance of attitude
VIareing (19RO)contends that the value of affective study must not be limited by results
of investigations: involving relationships of attitudes to. other variables. Rather, attitudes
require further examination quite simply because of their intrinsic merit. In this regard
Wareing (1990) refers t<tGoldstein's view that essential humanity is evidenced in our
attitudinal capacity, and to the views of Gennaro and Glen, that affective outcomes, in
and of themselves, are desirable ends and constitute a major component of scientific
literacy.
Perhaps greater emphasis should be placed on the development of positive attitudes to
science in view of reports of dropping enrollments in high school and tertiary science
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courses (Gallagher and Yager, 1980; Gogolin and Swartz, 1992). Ina study in the USA,.
Yager and Penick (1984) found positive attitudes towards science in elementary school
but a decline in junior high and high school, resulting in young adults who do not feel
positive about their school science experience. In South Africa, as far back as 1981, the
Human Sciences Research Council in a report on the state of science education stated
that:
'The fact that the RSA is the most powerful industrial country in Africa - and one
of the countries with the biggest industrial potential in the world - is not
reflected in the number of scientists produced by thepresent educational system.
One of the reasons for this is that the present syllabuses do not help project a
positive image of science and scientists. At the moment the syllabuses are too
content-orientated while the real substance oj science - discovery, solving
problems, participating in science-as-a-process - enjoys too little attention. II
(HSRC, 1981,49).
Criticism of research into attitudes
Many researchers have criticised research into attitudes in science education. First, the
construct of "attitude" has been vague, inconsistent, and ambiguous. Second, research
has often been conducted without a theoretical model of the relationship of attitude with
other variables. Third, the attitude instruments themselves are judged to he immature
and inadequate (Munby, 1983; Germann, 1988, Wareing, 1990 and Gogolin and Swartz,
1992).
The current study investigates the influence of learning by inquiry on pupils' attitudes
towards biology (as one of the sciences taught at school). It is thus appropriate to
examine the meaning of the relevant terms. Schibeci (1984) refers to the confusion over
the term 'science', establishing a difference between "scientific attitudes" and "attitudes
towards science", and defining what an "attitude" is.
In terms of attitude assessment the term "science" has had many meanings associated
with it (Munby, 1983). The following meanings are most common: science instruction,
science careers, science itself, work of scientists, specific science issues, science as a
school subject, and scientific attitudes. According to Munby (1983) there has been a
problem in terms of mixing the different constructs in attitude assessments with the
result being a lack of clarity as to what the attitude was towards.
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There has also been confusion concerning the difference between "scientific attitudes"
and "attitudes towards science", The view ofSchibeci (1984) is that in general scientific
attitudes refer to the supposed characteristics of scientists at work. Examples of those
characteristics are: open mindedness, curiosity, honesty, scepticism, and objectivity.
Gould (1982), however, has argued that these characteristics may not accurately describe
scientists and contends that "... it is abhorrent that science educators should actually
attempt to mold children in the same false image." (Gould, 1982, 118).
When measuring attitude to science it is not always clear what is being measured.
Krynowsky (1988,576) refers to the diverse meanings including: "feelings, opinions,
beliefs in and about, and appreciations which individuals have formed as a result of
interacting directly and indirectly with the various aspects of the scientific enterprise".
Munby (1983) found most measures of attitudes towards science involved an individual's
feelings, beliefs, and likes towards the :fieldof science.
Wareing (1990) contends that in the field of science education, studies of this so-called
affective dimension should focus on 'attitudes towards science' as opposed to 'scientific
attitudes'. For the purpose of this study Krynowsky's definition of a student's attitude
towards science as a subject is used:
"a learned predisposition of an individual to respond in a consistently
favourable or unfavourable way, to performing behaviours related to the
teaching/learning of the subject." (Krynowsky, 1988,579).
Effect of inquiry methods on attitude
Commenting on inquiry curricula under the auspices of the National Science Foundation
(NSF) in the United States, such as the BSCS program, Johnson et a1. (1974) stated that
very little research has been directed at the affective aims of these programs. The most
relevant of such research prior to 1974 according to Johnson, was that done by Lowry.
In this study Lowry compared six 5th grade classes (n =. 62) using a textbook unit on
animals to six classes (n = 59) which experienced the NSF-sponsored inquiry unit on
animal coloration. The Projt;".1.IveTests of Attitudes designed by Lowry revealed that the
students experiencing the NSF Animal coloration unit changed their attitudes about
science ill a positive way which was significantly greater than the changes made by the
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textbook group (Johnson et aI., 1974).
Since then, various studies have been published that have investigated possible
relationships between inquiry and attitudes. It is, however, necessary to remind
ourselves of the problems and difficulties related to attitude research and in particular to
show. a direct relationship between a teaching strategy and changes in attitudes,
considering the myriad of variables involved.
Haladyna et at (1982) suggested that the influence of school and non-school variables
on attitude towards science has not been properly considered. They proposed a
theoretical model of factors that might affect attitude inthis regard. Student, teacher-and
learning environment variables are influenced by characteristics that cannot be controlled
(i.e. teacher's age, students' gender, or the building's condition) and characteristics that
can.be controlled (i.e. the teacher's praise and reinforcement of students, the relationship
between students, or the formality of the class environment) (Haladyna et aI., 1982).
Simpson and Troost (1982) included attitudes towards science in school as a dimension
of a broader variable they called" commitment to science". Intheir proposed model, they
viewed commitment to science and achievement in science as influenced by four broad
categories of variables: science, family, self and school. It seems important that, since
attitude towards science may be influenced and altered by such a large variety of factors,
all pertinent variables be borne inmind when examining research findings.
Johnson et al. (1974) compared the effects of different teaching situations on the
attitudes of 108 sixth-grade students towards science. The three teaching situations
compared Were:
a) students taught by a traditional textbook method, without laboratory activities;
b) students taught by means of a combination of textbook and supporting laboratory
activities; and
c) students taught in an activity-centred, inquiry situation.
The study found that students who interacted with concrete materials to answer questions
developed significantly more positive attitudes than students studying similar subject
matter from a textbook. The results also suggested that there was not a significant
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worsening of attitudes wherrtextbook reading was mixed with materials-orientated labs
in comparison with students taught by an activity-centred, inquiry approach only, than
when the program was conducted without textbook reading. Ina similar study (Johnson,
1976) it was also found that students perceived inquiry-orientated classes (such as those
of the BSCS program) science.to be more enjoyable than pupils using textbooks only as
a means of instruction.
Mason and Kahle (1988) examined the effects of a teacher intervention program aimed
at creating a classroom environment which nurtures student interests, curiosity and
confidence, using inquiry methods of instruction. Twelve teachers were randomly
selected from 64 volunteers, together with a total of 550 ninth grade students to
participate in the study. The experimental groups (receiving the teacher intervention
program), when compared with the control groups, had significantly higher mean SCores
on measures for attitudes towards science and scientists, experiences in extramural
science activities, and interest hi a science-related career.
The effects of discovery and expository instructional methods OIl the attitude of students
to biology was investigated by Ajewole (1991). The sample consisted of 240 Form IV
students randomly drawn from six high schools in Nigeria. The instrument used was the
40-item Scientific Attitude Questionnaire designed by the researcher. The results
showed that the experimental group developed significantly more favourable attitudes to
biology than the control group. It is unclear why the instrument was called the Scientific
Attitude Questionnaire if it was to measure attitudes towards science. As the instrument
was not included in the paper, questions arise as to whether it was scientific attitudes
rather than attitude towards science (biology) that were actually measured.
In addition to improvements in pupils' attitudes towards science found by various
researchers, Selim and Shrigley (1983) showed improvement in scientific attitude in
students that had been taught by the inquiry method. Mulopo and Fowler (1987) also
found that the inquiry-based approach seems to be more suitable for the teaching of
scientific attitudes in comparison to the traditional textbook method of instruction.
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Towse (1983) contends that in the design of new science courses it bas often been
':med that highly student-centred, investigative courses promote more positive
attitudes towards science, and that this in turn leads to a better performance in science.
Towse (1983) conducted a study in Lesotho in which it was investigated whether a new
course of the type described above, the Lesotho Introductory Science Improvement
Programme (LISIP), promoted more positive attitudes towards science. The sample
included 824 students from 11 high schools in the experimental group (LISIP program)
and 904 students from 12 high schools in the control group. The instrument was the
Lesotho Attitude .J Science Test, a 57-item questionnaire designed by the researcher.
This study showed that there was no superiority of the LISIP, either in terms of the
whole group or in terms of boys and girls separately within the groups. Towse also
refers to evidence from reviews of the work of Ausubel, Welch, and Ormerod and
Duckworth with similar findings.
It thus seems as if studies generally show variable relations between inquiry and attitudes
towards science, as results have been equivocal.
2.4.5 Inquiry learning results in iP1provements in achievement
A very significant ;~assessment of the effects of inquiry-based science curricula on
student performan ee was done by Shymansky et al. (199G). This study was based on a
meta-analysis of data from more than 300 research studies spanning a period of30 years.
Meta-analysis involves summarising the results of each study by an estimate of effect
magnitude and than combining these estimates across studies (Shyrnansky, et al., 1990).
Meta-analysis permits the research reviewer to utilise the results of large numbers of
studies while preserving information on the ways in which studies differ via indicators
of study, population, and treatment of characteristics. According to Shymansky et al.
(1990) these indicators of between-study differences can be used to determine whether
the results of studies (the effect magnitudes) are systematically related to differences
between studies. The results of the Shymansky et al. (1990) meta-analysis found the
inquiry approach to have positive effects on cognitive and affective performance
including achievement, process skills, problem solving and attitudes. However,
contradictory results abound in studies investigating the effect of inquiry on
achievement.
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A study was done in Zambia in 1987 with 120 Form. IV students which examined the
differential effectiveness of traditional and discovery methods of instruction on
achievement, understandings about science and scientific attitudes (Mulopo and Fowler,
1987). Mode of instruction and level of cognitive development were the independent
variables. Results showed that the traditional group outperformed the discovery group
inachievement scores. For the concrete reasoners the mode of instruction did not make
a difference. For the formal reasoners, the discovery approach was found to be more
effective than the traditional approach inpromoting understanding about science and
scientists. Mulopo and Fowler (1987) concluded that the traditional approach might be
an efficient instructional mode for the teaching of scientific facts and principles to
concrete thinkers, while the discovery approach seemed to be more suitable for teaching
sc' .., "c attitudes and for promoting understandirvt about science among formal
operational learners. Mulopo and Fowler (1987) did not, however, indicate what their
understanding of 'discovery' is and the extent or absence of structure and guidance in
their discovery approach. The nature of the test was also not elaborated on in the paper
so that it is unclear whether it tested only for rote-learning.
Concerning the amount of structure to be given in an inquiry approach, Crocker et al.
(1976) conducted a study in the United States on foul' grade six classes involving 120
pupils. In this study, two teaching strategies were operationally defined in terms of
degree of teacher control over the conduct of pupil investigations. The unstructured
mode was defined as one in which the teacher controlled only the area of investigation
and the supply of apparatus. In the structured mode, the teacher also controlled. the
specific arrangement of'apparatus, the specific variables to investigate, the number and
type of measurement to make, and the data analysis procedures. In the structured mode,
the teacher also attempted to direct the class discussion towards a specific objective. All
pupils received both treatments but on different sections of work. The results reported
by the researchers seem to indicate that the pupils achieved higher scores when taught in
the structured mode. The researchers also indicated, however" that it is not possible to
state unequivocally that the structured mode led to greater achievements or that the
pupils, in general, preferred the structured mode.
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Hall and McCurdy (1990) found significant improvement in achievement in a study on
college students in the USA taking an introductory biology course, when taught by a
BSCS"style inquiry approach. In this IS-week study, 119 students took part in
comparing the inquiry-orientated BSCS approach to the more directive traditional
approach. Despite better achievement by the inquiry group, no significant differences
were found between the two groups regarding reasoning ability and attitudes towards
biology.
2.4.6 Inguir:y learning r~sufts in improved skills
Tamir (1975) refers to various studies that have shown significant differences between
students who had followed an inquiry-orientated curriculum compared to those following
a traditional laboratory approach in terms of the acquisition and mastery of laboratory
skills. Wideen (1975) found that 4th, 5th and 6th grade students in the United States,
taking the SAPA (Science - A Process Approach), an inquiry-based curriculum, had
attained higher revels of cognitive and inquiry-based skills than. control groups following
traditional science courses. This study involved 531 students from 25 classrooms in two
school districts of South Dakota, U.S.A. In a study conducted in Mexico, Rodriguez
Bethel (1983) fo und that an inquiry approach to science and language teaching facilitated
the development of oral communication skills.
Mech (1990) did a South African study comparing a traditional illustrative approach and
an inquiry approach to the teaching of microscope skills to Standard 7 General Science
pupils at a Johannesburg high schooL Three classes comprising a total of 50 pupils were
randomly assigned to use the inquiry approach, and a further three classes comprising 83
pupils, followed tile illustrative approach. Three instruments were used to evaluate the
effectiveness of the two approaches namely:
• a theory test designed to assess pupils' understanding of the use and functioning of
the microscope;
• a practical test designed to assess the pupils' ability to use a microscope;
(9 a checklist used by the researcher to evaluate the ability of pupils to correctly use a
microscope in terms of the steps followed and the sequence in which they were
used.
The results of this study revealed that the inquiry group had significantly higher mean
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scores than the illustrative group in terms of the theory and practical tests. The inquiry
group also showed higher levels of at';ainment in the acquisition of microscope skins
(Mech, 1990).
2.5 THE STATE OF INQUIRY LEARNING
2.5.1 Statement of the problem
Referring to the role of inquiry in science education in the United States Welch rtl al.
(1981,33) state:
"For many years, the science education community has advocated the
development of inquiry skills as an essential outcome of science instruction and
for an equal number of years science educators have met with frustration and
disappointment. In.spite vJ' 'new curricula, better trained teachers, and improved
facilities and equipment, the optimistic expectations for students becoming
inquirers have seldom been folfilled. /I
To determine the actual status of inquiry in the United States, Welch ro; al. (1981)
reviewed four studies. Three of these were conducted under the auspices of the United
States National Science Foundation and included a comprehensive national survey of
science education, a twenty-year literature review related to high school science
instruction and eleven in-depth easel-studies. Welch et fl.1. (198:1)found that there was a
discrepancy between the general statements about the importance of inquiry and the
attention given to it in practice. When practical experiences were provided by the
teachers in the studies, they were not characterised by true problem-solving, but were
simply recipes to verify what was taught in theory. Furthermore, the studies reviewed by
Welch et at indicated that although teachers made positive statements about the value of
inquiry, they often felt more responsible for teaching "facts" and "things that show up in
tests" (Welch et aI., 1981,37).
Similar findings from three large studies under contract of the National Science
Foundation (NSF) in the U.S.A. referred to by Hurd (1980) indicated that teaching
Biology in the United States usually centred around one fact-laden text, and consisted of
assign, recite, test, and then discuss the test. Biology teachers were found to lecture 75%
of the time with over 50% basing their instruction on a single textbook. Hurd (1980,
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391) concludes: "In short, little evidence exists that inquiry is being used".
•
--,,i6 •
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Commentating on the state of the inquiry-orientated Nuffiek' Biology Project in Britain,
Gould (1983) states that the predominant style of biology teaching still seems to consist
essentially of the teacher first directly imparting a body of biological fact and then
ensuring that this information is accurately encapsuled in the pupils' notebooks -
commonly by the dictation or copying of notes. Gould's statements are based on various
self-conducted observational studies as well as a review of studies conducted at Leicester
University investigating the teaching styles of science teachers. Findings of tile Leicester
study showed that the most popular teaching style with the Biology teachers in the
sample had:
a non-practical bias;
a relatively high incidence of statements of fact;
relatively few teachers' questions except ones demanding factual recall;
listening and writing as the dominant activities of the pupils, with 56% of the
writing being simply copying.
1'1 a study conducted On the teaching of biology in 80 Indian Secondary Schools in South
Africa, Isaac (1993) found that:
II) 87% of'the practicals were of the verification type and only 13% of the investigative
type;
• in all classes, the methods, materials and procedures were given by the teacher;
• in 67% of the practical lessons, there was no provision for discussion with other
pupils Orwith the.teacher;
• in 73% of the lessons there was no provision for reference to prescribed or other
textbooks or journals.
Based on the findings of his study Isaac (1993) concluded that the teaching of biology at
Standard Ten level in Indian secondary schools in South Africa could be classified as
being "traditional" or of the "exposuory" type as opposed to the If investigative II or
IIinquiry" type.
2.5.2 Q_b,h:ctions to inquiry learning
The study by Welch et al. (1981) into the role of inquiry in science education in the
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United States found that a major problem in promoting inquiry was encountered in the
preparation of science teachers. Many teachers were ill-prepared, in their own eyes and
in the eyes of others, to guide students in inquiry learning. Furthermore, many teachers
found inquiry approaches difficult to manage, with some considering them dangerous,
especially in discipline-problem classrooms. According to Welch et at (1981) the
second major reservation teachers expressed about inquiry teaching was that it did not
work for most students. They saw it as causing confusion and too difficult for any but
the very bright student. Insimilar vein Wellington (1981) states that discovery learning
is hardly conducive to classroom control and that in many carefully organised
experiments the discovery is made by the quickest member of the class, often the
noisiest, who then provides the rest with the answer.
In his review article Wellington (1981) asks how many science teachers, having carefully
stage-managed an exciting, open-ended. 'guided discovery' experiment, have been
instantly deflated by the response; 'What's supposed to happen, sir?'. Wellington goes
on to ask whether students have realised that our carefully managed open-ended
discovery experiments are in many cases a long-winded way of initiating them into an
accepted body of knowledge. 111 accordance with Wellington's views Atkinson and
Delarnont (1977) refer to the difficulty of and artful stage-management required to bring
guided discovery off successfully. They conclude that what appears as "discovery" is
often the recapitulation of the socially agreed nature of science and the natural world.
In an attempt to determine why most teachers do not use inquiry methods, Costenson and
Lawson (1986) conducted personal interviews with twelve experienced science teachers
in the Phoenix area of the United States. The top ten reasons that emerged from the
interviews were listed by Costenson and Lawson (1986):
1. Time and energy - Too much time must be devoted to developing good inquiry
materials and too ffi'.1(.+l energy must be expended to maintain enthusiasm through
five classes each day.
2. Too slow - The class will not cover all the material in the district curricula and will
therefore not know all they need to know.
3. Reading too difficult -Most students have difficulty reading the inquiry texts, as the
text places higher demands 011 :-~ldent reasoning ability.
4. Risk is too high - The administration will not understand what is going on and think
the teacher is doing a poor job.
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5. Tracking (i.e. having different levels at which students can follow a subject e.g.
Advanced or Regular Biology; Higher Grade or Standard Grade) - The students
cannot do the inquiries because there are no "formal" thinkers left in regular
Biology.
6. Student immaturity - Students are too immature to take responsibility for their own
learning. Students waste too much time and, therefore, will not learn enough.
7. Teaching habits ~It is difficult to change teaching habits that have been used for a
long time.
S. Sequential text - Inquiry textbooks lock you into the order of the book and it
becomes impossible to change the order of presentations as there is too much new
material in each section of work with constant referral to previous material.
9. Discomfim for' both teachers and students - Teachers feel uncomfortable not being
in control of what is going on. Students also feel discomfort.
10. Too expensive - Laboratories are not adequately equipped for inquiry.
Costenson and Lawson (1986), however, argue convincingly against all ten of the above
Ii
reasons for not usinl~inquiry and state that these reasons are not sufficient to prevent its
use. Similar objections to inquiry are raised by Lock (1994) in his review of the 26 years
of the inquiry-orientated Nuffield Advanced Biology inBritain. Lock lists criticisms that
have been levelled at the Nuffield course but does not present data to back these claims.
The criticisms against the Nuffield course include:
• The course is too long to teach. Some teaching centres find that it knot possible
to cover the course within the teaching time allocated.
;I The course is seen as costly in terms of the books, resources, animals and plants,
and the equipment and chemicals that are needed for it.
a The course itself is considered difficult by some teachers. Teachers new to teaching
find it contrasts with the way e~eywere taught at school and at university or college.
Consequently the level of support needed by such teachers may be quite high.
G Practical work planned to lead students to an understanding of key concepts is not
structured enough. Lock (1994)) however, also refers to others that feel there are
too many recipe-type practical activities and that practicals are frequently closed-
ended.
Despite the objections raised against the Nuffield Advanced Biology course, Lock (1994)
contends that arguments against inquiry are weak. It is Lock's opinion that the COurseis
unique in that it produces students who think, study, and act independently. And in
addition it challenges and stimulates teachers and gives them prestige.
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2.6 CONCLUDING R~N1ARKSj,
/(
The literature review has provided insight into various aspects of inquiry learning. The
historical development of inquiry approaches was discussed together with contemporary
arguments supporting inquiry. Issues relating to criticism of inquiry were also raised.
Various studies were consulted that have investigated the influence of inquiry learning
on a number of dependant variables. It is the opinion of this writer that the equivocal
research findings may be due to the confusion surrounding the term 'inquiry' with it
having different meanings to different researchers. Methodological limitations in
educational research way also contribute to the equivocal research findings. Relatively
small samples often used in educational research seldom show significant differences,
but that does not necessarily mean that there aren't any.
i
I
J
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Chapter 3 ...Research methods and collection of data
In this chapter the research methods used in the current study are discussed. This
includes a discussion on the development of an inquiry-orientated 'teaching package' as
well as the development of the instruments used in the study. The details of the research
design, the sample, the collection and analysis of data are also elaborated on.
3.1 DEVELOPMENT OF TEACHING PACKAGE
An inquiry-orientated teaching package dealing with the human circulatory system was
designed by the researcher (see Appendix A on page 78). This package comprised a
teacher information sheet for each lesson as well as master copies of worksheets to be
used by the Standard Eight Biology pupils. The information sheet stated the purpose of
the lesson, the required materials and equipment, and the procedures and suggested
approach to be followed,
The pupil worksheets Were so designed that the pupils use active investigation to
discover information about the circulatory system for themselves So that the teacher was
not the source of knowledge. The worksheets make the pupil take the role of
investigator whilst the teacher takes on a guiding and supportive role.
Various aspects were considered in the design of the worksheets including:
clear and unambiguous writing,
neat layout and presentation,
the precise wording of instructions,
well drawn diagrams and illustrations,
whether the content meets the stated lesson objectives,
sufficient answering space.
One of the aims of the pilot study was to determine whether any problems existed with
these aspects.
The inquiry worksheets deal with various aspects of the circulatory system including:
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Lesson 1 -
Lesson 2 -
Lesson3 -
Lesson 4 -
Lesson 5 -
Lesson 6 -
Lesson 7 -
An historical introduction to the circulatory system,
Investigation 1 (observing Daphnia under microscope) to give pupils
an opportunity to see a living heart in action and make observations and
deductions regarding the role of the heartbeat.
Examination of mammalian heart.
Investigation 2 (external examination and dissection of heart) to allow
pupils to become familiar with the heart's structure and to relate
structure to function.
Listening to the sounds of the heartfjnvestigation 3).
Investigation of the effect of exercise on the heart rate (i.nvestigation4).
Examination of skeletal and heart muscle tissue and the structure of
arteries and veins using biostrips and bioviewers (investigation 5).
Conducting Harvey's experiment to discover some of the structural and
functional properties of veins.
Observing capillary circulation ingoldfish to heighten understanding of
blood capillary functioning (investigation 7).
Experiment to demonstrate the importance. of elasticity of arteries
.(ipvestigation 8).
Relating blood pressure fluctuations to the cardiac cycle.
Blood pressure and the functioning of capillary networks.
The origin of lymph and the functioning of the lymphatic system.
Systemic circulation and the pathways of blood to and from various
body organs.
The hepatic portal system and the absorption of nutrients.
The various references which served as a basis for the. development of the inquiry
worksheets are listed in Appendix B on page 119.
3.2 INSTRUMENTS USED IN THE STUDY
Two tests were used in this study. A theory test was used in order to establish whether
pupils had understood the work covered on the circulatory system. This may be done by
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determining whether learnt concepts can be applied by pupils indifferent contexts to
solve unseen problems. An Attitude Towards School Biology Test was used in order to
determine whether pupils receiving inquiry-orientated instruction developed more
favourable attitudes towards biology as a school subject than did pupils receiving
expository instruction.
3.2) Test of Understanding (TOm
A theory test (see Appendix D on page 129) was used by the researcher to test pupil
understandiJ1gof the circulatory system, A few recall questions were included but most
questions corresponded to higher levels of Bloom's Taxonomy, namely comprehension
and application. The questions used in the test were modified from questions inBailey
et al. (1989); Austoker and Wessels (1987) and Bennetts et al. (1989).
The aims of the questions in the test were as follows;
Question 1 determines whether pupils can use their knowledge of the functions of
the circulatory system and ~ it to answer questions relating to the structure of
foetal circulation. Pupils are also required to predict the result of certain structural
errors in adult circulation.
Question 2 requires pupils to name and list in correct sequence blood vessels and
other structures through which a blood cell would travel from one point in the body
to another. Pupils must recall the names of blood vessels but in order to list them in
the correct sequence, they must show an understanding of the pathway of blood
through the body.
Question 3 determines whether pupils understand the significance of the difference
in thickness of the walls of atria and ventricles. An explanation is also required as
to the reason why the left ventricle of the heart has thicker walls than the right
ventricle.
Question 4 requires pupils to compare blood circulation to a bus, route. Certain
terms must be and a reason given as to why the terms are comparable. This question
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aims to determine whether pupils understa..Tldthe functions of the circulatory system.
Question 5 determines whether pupils are able to analyse and interpret a statement
regarding the functioning of the circulatory system by explaining the meaning of the
statement.
Question 6 depicts a diagram (of a circulatory system) which includes certain errors.
Pupils are required to identify and list the errors on the diagram in comparison to
mammalian blood circulation. Pupils are also required to fP]alyse an early
hypothesis ofthe movement of blood through the heart and indicate with arrows on
a diagram.how the early view differs from that currently held.
Question 7 requires pupils to specify the differences in the composition of arterial
and venous blood.
As was the case with the worksheets, various aspects were considered in the test
construction, including
clear and concise instructions,
readability and presentation of the test,
clarity of diagrams, and
correct and applicable content.
3.2.2 Attitude Towards School Biology Test
Various aspects of the criticism levelled against attitude research inscience education
were reported in Chapter 2. These include:
the constructs of attitude and science are often vague, inconsistent and ambiguous;
research has often been conducted without the basis of a theoretical model of the
relationship of' attitude with other variables;
the attitude instruments used are often judged to be immature and inadequate.
The major problem according to Munby (1983) and Schibeci (1984) is that most
instruments do not provide appropriate psychometric evidence of reliability and validity.
Germann (1988) refers to a study conducted by Munby in which he collected 204 attitude
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instruments. Fifty-six of these purported to measure attitude towards science, whilst the
remainder measured scientific attitude. Only 21 of these were used inmore than one.
study. Of the 56 measures, 21 did not report any reliabilities, Thirty-one of the
remaining reported reliabilities greater than 0,7. Only seven instrume verified their
reliability findings in a second study (Germann, 1988).
Validity of the attitude measures fared no better in Munby's critique. Eighteen of the
selected measures of attitude to science reported no evidence of validity, Nine used a
panel of judges with no supporting psychometric evidence of validity. Only seven
instruments verified their validity \)¥ more than one method (Germann, 1988). In
summary Munby found no instruments that he did.not consider suspect for one reason or
another. Germann (1988,692) quotes Munby as saying:
"With veryfew exceptions, it is clear that authors ofinstruments are not taking
all the steps they might to assure that their instruments may be used with
confidence. And what is equally distressing tofind is that other users seem to
take validity and reliability for granted."
.~
For the purpose ofthis study a fourteen-item Liken-type instrument, th~Attitude Toward
Science in School Assessment (ATSSA) developed by Paul Germann f, 1','{aine,U.S.A.
was used (Germann, 1988). It was considered to be the most appropriate for the current
study for a number of reasons. Firstly, the instrument was developed to measure a single
dimension of a general attitude towards science, specifically, how students feel towards
science as a subject in school, Attitude as defined in this instrument does not include
such scientific attitudes that might motivate a person to become a scientist. Nor does it
include other attitudes towards science such as attitudes towards scientists. Other
domains not included were that of personal ability in science. the value of science to the
individual, or the value of science to society (Germann, 1988). Inaccordance with the
aims of the current study the selected instrument aims to measure a general attitude
towards science in school without confounding the interpretation by including other
dimensions of altitude or science.
The development of the ATSSA included extensive pilot testing by Germann (1988).
From an initial list of 34 positive and negati~': Aatements 10 statements were removed
after inspection by a panel of judges. The judges evaluated the items for construct
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validity and clarity. A Likert scale was devised for student responses and the remaining
24 items were pilot-tested with a group of 125 science students in Gzades 7 and 8. A
Cronhach alpha reliability of 0,93 was found (Germann, 1988). However, it must be
borne inmind that reliability is context specific and that the high levels of reliability of
the test reported by Germann (11)88) cannot be assumed in any other administratlon of
the test.
Germann (1988) then submitted 24 items to principal-component factor analysis.
Fourteen items were found to load on a factor that best fitted the desired construct of
general attitude towards science. The new 14-item instrument was then further field-
tested. The four studies in which the instrument was used all showed Cronbach alpha
estimates of reliability greater than 0,95.
Germann is of the opinion that if an attitude instrument is useful- it should be able to
distinguish between two causes, one of which fosters a negative attitude and the other
which fosters a more positive attitude. Germann (1988) provides evidence, from field
studies, of the ability of the ATSSA to discriminate between these two causes.
For the purpose of this study the word "science" was replaced "With the word "biology"
in all the items of the test. The name of the test was also changed to the Attitude
Towat is School Biology Test. This was done so as not to confuse the pupils as biology
is the science investigated in this stuJy.
3.3 PiLOT STUDY
The inquiry teaching package, the Test of Understanding, and the Attitude Towards
School Biology Tc:, were pilot-tested at a Pretoria high school. This state-subsidised
(Model C) school is ver-J similar to the school used in the main study in terms of the
racial mix of pupils, socio-economic background of pupils and facilities.
33.1 Sample
One class comprising 29 Standard 8 biology pupils was used in the pilot study. Thirteen
of them were boys and 16 were rirls. Eighteen uf the pupils were white and eleven
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black. They had an average age of 16 years. Three of the pupils were repeating
Standard 8.
The teacher of the class was a 33 year-old white female teacher with ten years of
teaching experience. She holds a B.Sc (Honours) degree and is thus well qualified. This
teacher proved to be very co-operative and was enthusiastic about taking part in the pilot
study.
3.3.2 Procedure
The researcher provided master copies of the worksheets to the teacher for duplication
well in advance of the commencement of the study. Also included in the "package" was
an information sheet outlining the purpose of the lesson, the requirements (in terms of
materials needed) and the suggested approach. A lesson evaluation sheet to be
completed by the teacher after each lesson was also included. This was used to get
feedback from the teacher with possible suggestions to improve the worksheets. The
researcher provided various materials and specimens which the teacher may not have had
access to, and delivered these in good time. e.g.
Lesson 1: Daphnia
Lesson 2: 8 ox hearts
Lesson 3: 16 stethoscopes
Lesson 4: 16 bioviewers and strips
Lesson 5: 8 goldfish and 8 one-way plastic pumps.
3.3.3 Evaluation of package
The following feedback was received:
Lesson 1: More time was needed to complete investigation 1. Pupils had to rush to
finish. The fact that a thermometer was required for each group was not included on the
list of requirements on the information sheet. The teacher did fortunately have
thermometers ill her laboratory so that is did 110t present too much of a problem.
Insufficient answering space had been provided for some of the questions.
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It was reported that the pupils enjoyed the lesson and were particularly fascinated to see
Daphnia's heart beating. The teacher commented that investigation 1 "provided a good
visual image of the.heart as itpumps".
The corrections and alterations of worksheet 1were done and it was decided that in view
of the time problem, lesson 1would be divided into two one-hour sessions for the main
",udy i.e, the introduction and historical background in one hour and the Daphnia
investigation in a second one-hour period.
Lesson 2: Pupils were hard-pressed to complete the dissection. Same pupils were
'overwhelmed' by the experience and got carried away, not following worksheet
instructions regarding the procedure to be followed. Another practical problem that
arose was that pupils had difficulty answering questions on the worksheet because their
hands were dirty and bloody, There Vlere a few pupils who had reservations .about
dissecting the heart and preferred to be spectators. However, most pupils enjoyed the
dissection tremendously.
In view of the problems it was decided that in the main study worksheet 2 would be
given to pupils at the end of the previous lesson so that they could familiarise themselves
with the procedures to be followed the next day, in an attempt to save time.
Furthermore, the lessons in the main study were planned so as to have the dissection in
a period ahead of a school break, so that the worksheet would definitely be completed,
even if it meant working into the break.
Lesson 3: Once again, time was a problem. The pupils really enjoyed working with
stethoscopes and the teacher reported that pupils found the personal relevance
interesting.
Inview of the time factor it was decided that in the main study the entire double period
would be used to check the answers to worksheet 1 and 2. Investigations J and 4 would
be carried over into the next double period.
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Lesson 4: This went off without any problems. The pupils enjoyed the bioviewer study,
particularly as they had not used bioviewers before.
Lesson 5: There was sufficient .ime to complete investigations 7 and 8. Most pupils
were fascinated by seeing the blood flowing in the goldfish tail capillaries and really
enjoyed the lesson. There were, however, a few pupils who could not be convinced that
the goldfish would not come to any harm if kept moist, and they did not want to
participate in the practical work. A practical problem that arose was that in some cases
the goldfish was bigger than the petri-dish, resulting inportions of it hanging awkwardly
over the edge.
The one-way pump investigation provided opportunity for some pupils to squirt each
other with water, but it was reported that it really helped the pupils to understand the
importance of artery walls being elastic.
Lesson 6: There was not sufficient time to check the previous investigations as well as
to complete worksheet 6. This resulted in pupils having to do additional homework. It
was thus decided that in the main study this double period would be used only for
checking and that worksheet 6 would be kept back for the next double lesson.
Lesson 7: There was insufficient time allowed for the completion of worksheet 7
together with checking the previous investigations. For the main study it was therefore
decided that the entire double lesson would be used for checking answers to the
questions of the previous investigations 7 and 8. An additional double period would be
used to complete worksheet 7 and check it thereafter.
Overall, the feedback of the piloting of the inquiry teaching package was very positive.
T:11;) teacher involved felt that the pupils really enjoyed the lessons and that they had
learnt a lot in an exciting way. The teacher also expressed the desire to use more of.the
inquiry approach in the planning of her biology lessons in future.
3.3.4 Pilotinq the_testing instruments
The Attitude Tov..'ards School Biology Test was administered to the same sample of
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pupils that underwent the piloting of the teaching package. This was done in order to
determine wnether any problems existed with the instructicns given, readability or layout
of the items. This was done by having the teacher involved ask the pupils. whether they
had any problems in reading or understanding the instructions and questions. No
questions or queries arose during the completion of the 14 items of the test by the pupils.
The teacher was also instructed by the researcher to question the pupils before collecting
the papers as to whether any other problems existed with any of the 14 items. This was
done and no problems were forthcoming.
The Test a/Understanding (TOU) was piloted on the sample of pupils one week after
completion of the inquiry teaching package dealing with the human circulatory system.
No problems were reported by the pupils or by the teacher regarding the instructions
given. readability of the questions, the layout, or with the ..clarityof the diagrams and
illustrations.
The test papers were marked by the researcher and the following results were obtained:
Number of pupils (n) == 29
Mean percentage score = 49,06%
Class mean score out of 65 = 31,9
Median = 35 (53,8%)
Range == 41
Average deviation = 8,61
Standard deviation = 10,66
Cronbach alpha reliability = 0,92
The mean score of the class for this test was ± 10% lower than the class average of the
most recent biology examination result for that particular class. This drop in percentage
means was expected, as the theory test included very few recall questions, with the
majority of questions examining understanding of concepts. It seems to be a fact that
most South African pupils rely on rote-learning, and can achieve better marks as a
consequence. It was decided that the results of the pilot study of the TOU did not
warrant any changes. to the test. Minor changes were suggested by the research
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supervisor to the marking memorandum of the TOU.
3.4 THE MAIN STUDY
3.4.1 Research design,
Two research designs were used in this study. For the assessment of pupil attitude
towards biology as a subject at school an Untreated Control Group Design. with Pretest
and Posttest was used (Cook and Campbell, 1979).
Treatment group
Control group
0)->- X2+ 02
01+ ~ +02
01 == Pretest
O2'''' Posttest .
X == Treatment (inquiry teaching package)
For the evaluation of pupil understanding a Posttest-only Design with Nonequivalent
groups was used (Cook and Campbell, 1979).
Treatment group
Control group
Xj...:;o-O
.,+0
X, == Intervention (inquiry teaching package)
0;:: Posttest
3.4.2 Sample
Two Standard Eight Biology classes (n == 64) from a Model C (state-aided) Pretoria high
school were used in the main study. Socio-economically the school environment can be
described as middle class. The school was used because easy access was available to the
researcher, as the researcher is employed at the school (although he was away on study
leave the year the research was done).
The sample used was non-randomised and unequivalent, as the use of two intact classes
was all the researcher could use because of timetable constraints. The spin of a coin,
however, determined which one of the two classes would receive the inquiry package
(the experimental group).
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The inquiry group was made up of 35 pupils with the majority of pupils being 16 years
old. 'Therewere 30 white and 5 black pupils in the class. The expository group had 29
;:mpiIs (26 white, 2 black and 1 Indian), with the majority of pupils also being 16 years
old. Pupils were allocated to the two classes at the beginning of the year on the basis of
subject choices and not on the basis of achievement. Each of the two classes had
roughly the same number of pupils from 8A, 8B, 8e, 8D etc.
3.4.3 Procedure
Attitude pretest
The pretest of the Attitude Towards SchooiBtology Test was administered three
months prior to the start of the inquiry teaching package. This was done so as
not to have the pre- and posttest too close to each other as it was thought that the
pupils may be susceptible to persuasion and answer as they did before, if this was
the case.
Teaching of package
The inquiry package was not taught by the researcher but by the teacher who had
been teaching the two classes throughout the year. This was done so as not to
have pupils know that an experiment was being conducted. Possible researcher
bias would also be eliminated with the chosen approach. The teacher who taught
the package was a 51-year old male with a doctorate inphysiology, with 8 years
of teaching experience at school level. (he also has extensive experience in
scientific research and tertiat)' education).
The teaching of the package proceeded with arrangements made regarding time,
allocation of periods for completion of worksheets and. general planning in
accordance with the outcome of the pilot study. As was the case with the pilot
study, the researcher provided various specimens, equipment and materials that
the school did not have. These were all delivered to the school in good time.
The expository group proceeded with the typical lecture-type approach to their
lessons. Pupils in the expository group were occupied during lessons by
listening to the teacher's explanations, copying down notes and drawing diagrams
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from the textbook into their notebooks. A practical session involving a
dissection of a heart was held at the end of the section of work. Although
practical work was done this was not "inquiry". The practical served to verify
factual content that was previously "exposed" by the teacher through lecturing
etc. The pupils were thus passive recipients of factual information given l'.'y the
teacher. This method can be categorised as an "expository approach".
Posttests
The posttest of the Attitude Towards School Biolo: t ist was administered to
both groups two days after the completion of the teaching package to the inquiry
group. (The expository group had completed the section of work on the human
circulatory system 5 days before).
The Test of Understanding was administered to bdth grOUPS on the same day
i.e, one week after the completion by the inquiry grvl!' " the teaching package.
The administering of both the posttests went off without any difficulties.
3.5 ANALYSIS OF DATA
3.5.1 Test of Understanding ( TOU 1
The inquiry and expository group results on the TOU were compared using descriptive
statistics, and are presented inChapter Four by means of tables and graphs. An analysis
of covariance (ANCOVA) using the school's most recent Biology examination result as
the covariate, was used to determine whether differences in mean scores between the two
groups were statistically significant or not. ANCOVA enables the adjustment of the
posttest mean scores for each group to compensate tor the initial differences between the
groups.
Separate means and standard deviations were also calculated and tabulated for the higher
and standard grade pupils in each group. ANCOVA 'was alto used to determine whether
differences ill Higher Grade means and Standard Grade means between the two groups
were statistically significant or not.
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Item analysis was conducted for four items on the theory test [questions 1(V and (b); and
3(a) and (b)]. These were the items which were thought to test understanding rather than'
factual recall. and they were used in order to compare the results of the item analysis for
the two different teaching approaches.
3.5.2 Attitude Towards School Biology Test
Raw scores of the Attitude Towards School Biology Test (pre- and posttest) for both
groups were analysed using descriptive statistics and presented using tables and graphs.
An ~palysis of covariance was used to determine whether differences inposttest mean
scores between the inquiry and expository groups were statistically significant or not.
Pretest scores were used as covariates to compensate for initial differences in attitudes
of the two groups prior to intervention.
An item analysis was conducted for three selected items (3, 6 and 8) from the Attitude
Toward's School Biology Test. Studies by Johnson (1976), Mason and Kahle (1988) and
Ajewole (1991) have shown that students find inquiry-orientated classes to be more
enjoya9~ than expository-orientated classes, The three named items focus on the aspect
I. J
of enjoyment, so it was decided to compare pupils' responses of the two groups with
regard to this aspect. A chi-square test was used to determine whether differences
between expected and obtained frequencies of particular responses by the pupils to items
3,6 and 8 were significant or not. In Chapter Four the results obtained are presented and
discussed.
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This chapter describes the results obtained using the t'I"'O research instruments described
in the previous chapter. The Test of Understanding was designed to test pupil
understanding of the human circulatory system. The Attitude Towards School Biology
Test measures a single dimension of a general attitude towards science - specifically,
how pupils feel towards biology as a subject in school. These instruments were used to
determine whether a difference existed between the inquiry and expository approaches
to teaching (as used in tins study). with respect to pupil understanding of the human
circulatory system and pupil attitude towards biology as a school subject.
4.1 RESULTS OF THE TEST OF UNDERSTANDING (TOU)
Levels of understanding as _llected by the marks achieved by the pupils in the inquiry
group on the TOUwere compared to those of the pupils in the expository group. Tills
was done to determine whether any difference existed between the two groups in terms
of pupils' understanding of the human circulatory system.
4.1.1 V1/holeclass comparisons
Table I shows the descriptive statistics of the taw scores for the Test of Understanding
(TaU).
r. hl 1 D 'f' ti . fi h TOO' (i h L Ia e . eSCl"l[!...lvesta IStlCS, or t. e W o e c ass comparzsons.
Inauirv oroun EXDosiiorv crOUD
Sample size n = 31 n=26
Mean score (out of 64) - TOU 19.71 19.07
Mean %-TOU 30.8 29,8
Standard deviation (of % scores) 19,1 19,5
Levels of understanding as reflected by the mean scores of both the inquiry and
expository groups are similar, and very low. The inquiry group has a 1% higher TaU
mean than the expository group. Values indicating the distribution of scores (standard
deviations) also show similarity with the high levels of variability of scores around the
mean in both groups.
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In order to determine whether differences in TOU scores of the two groups are
statistically significant or not, an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was performed, to
compensate statistically for initial differences between the two groups. The June exam
scores were used as the covariate. The results of the analysis of covariance for the TOU
scores are presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Analysis of covariance for TOU scores (using June exam scores as
covariates) ----
Source t~egrees Sum Mean square Fvalue
of freedom of squares
Group 1 422.~'5 422,65
Test 1 4593,46 4593,46
Group x Test 1 151,65 I 151,65 0,58
~,
I
Analysis of covariance on the results of the TOU for the two groups yields an F-value
(0,58) that indicates no significant difference between me inquiry and expository groups
at the 0,05 level of significance after the initial differences between the groups has been
taken into account. This means that there is a greater than 5% chance that the difference
in mean scores of the two groups is due to chance.
Looking at mean scores of the TOU (as an indication of the level of understanding
achieved) did not reveal any difference between the two groups. Itwas therefore decided
to look at the distribution of scores to determine if any trends were detectable. Table 3
(on the following page) shows the percentages of pupils in the inquiry and expository
groups respectively scoring within the mark ranges shown. The table shows relatively
high percentages of pupils from both groups in the low mark ranges. Both the inquiry
and expository groups have half the class with a score of less than 17 out of 64. The
expository group has almost a quarter of the class in the 0 - 8mark range, whilst only
16% of the inquiry group scored as low as this. However, 35% of the pupils in the
inquiry group scored in the (9 - 16) range with fewer of the expository pupils (27%)
scoring in this range. The majority of pupils in both groups thus revealed a low level of
understanding of the content. The percentages of'puplls in the higher mark ranges (with
higher levels of understanding) are low for both groups and a very similar distribution
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pattern is observed for the two groups, One pupil in the inquiry group managed a score
in the 49 - 56 range with no pupils in the expository group scoring in this range. The
results of the TOU thus reveal a positively skewered distribution curve for both groups
(see Figure 2 below) indicating that only a small number of pupils had demonstrated a
thorough understanding of the work. (See discussion on page 56 concerning the use of
parametric statistics on small samples and in the absence of normal distributions).
Table 3: Percentages ofpupils in the inquiry and expository groups scoring within a
specific mark range on the TOU
I Number of pupils I
~'k"'ng. Inquiry group Expository group
in = 31\ In = 26\
0-8 5(16%) 6(23%)
9 -16 11(35%) 7(27%)
17 ~24 5(16%) 4{15%)
25.32 5(16%) 4(15%}
33 -40 3(10%) 4(15%}
41-48 1(3,2%) 1(3,8%)
49 -56 1(3,2%) 0
57 -54 0 0
The trends in the data are more easily compared when the results are shown graphically
(See Figure 2 below),
I~
0-8 9-16 17-2425-3233-4041-48 49-56 75~64
Mark ranges .
o Inquiry group • ~xpository group
Figure 2: Comparative bar chart showing the percentages of pupils in the inquiry
and expository groups scoring within specific mark ranges.
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The results indicate that pupils performed poorly on the Test of Understanding, It also
indicates that the inquiry package used in this study did not result in pupils developing
a better understanding of the circulatory system than pupils receiving expository
teaching, as had been expected. This was disappointing, as the mean percentage of the
inq uiry group is almost 19% lower than that achieved by the inquiry sample used in the
pilot study.
One possible reason for the disappointing results may be the unfortunate oin.amstances
that preceded the commencement of the teaching of the inquiry package. The two
classes involved in the study were not 'taught' for the rNO weeks leading up to the main
study. This was due to a colleague in the science drJarf:l1, ,[r" \t f~llingilland the teacher
involved in the main study being called upon to teach th..!.natticulants in preparation of
their final examinations, rather than teaching his own classes. This resulted in the
Standard Eight pupils involved in the study doing unsupervised 'self-study' fbr rNO
weeks prior to the start of the study. It may thus be that the .pupils had become
unaccustomed to working hard at the start of the study and therefore might not have
completed the inquiry worksheets as diligently and as thoroughly as was required. This
woi, ,t~.haveresulted in pupils not developing the expected levels of understanding of the
content. Itmust, however, be said that the teacher involved in the study indicated that
the pupils worked diligently in completing the inquiry worksheets throughout the study.
However, he also reported that pupils often answered the questions superficially and not
as in-depth as expected. Pupil answers \.Q-ere"not particularly incorrect anSlW ' pule
vague answers as if the pupils have difficulty in expressing themselves in describlHi;
what they see. Easier to provide oral answers" (See teacher feedback on page 126).
4.1.2 Comparison of scores of Hit,ller Grade pupils in the MO groups
Costenson and Lawson (1986) express the view that inquiry learning places greater
demands on student reasoning ability. .They hold the opinion that most high school
students are "concrete operational" in the Piagetian sense and that inquiry is guided by
"formal operational" reasoning. A study by Hall and IVlcCurdy(1990) showed that in
their sample of 119 college students 601%of them operated below the Piagetian formal
operational development stage.
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In South Africa 'pupils take their school subjects on one of two academic levels i.e.
"Higher Grade" alLd "Standard Grade". Greater cognitive demands are placed on pupils
on 'the Higher Grade, and it is required that at least 40% of questions in the final
examination should. assess higher cognitive skills such as analysis, synthesis and
evaluation. Pupils in Standard Grade deal "with less content (shorter syllabus) and are
predominantly tested with factual recall questions. The researcher of the study discussed
in this report.thought that the "Standard Grade" pupils present in the sample used would
be "concrete operational". It was therefore.decided by the researcher to look separately
at the performances.of'the Higher Grade and Standard Grade pupils on the TOU. Table
4 shows a comparative summary of the scores of me Higher Grade pupils,
Table 4: Comparative descriptive statistics of Higher Grade pupils' scores for the
TOU
'-
Inallin/ arouu EXDosit( r
Sample size 20 18
....
Mean score (out of 64) - TOU 24,76 19,58
Mean %-TOU 38,7% 30,6
Standard deviation (of % scores) 19,3 20,69
The pupils in the inquiry group achieved a 7% higher mean flercentage in the June exam
(three months prior to this study) than those in the expository group. It may thus be that
the Higher Grade pupils in the inquiry group were capable of better achievement than
those in the expository group at the start of the study. The 8% higher achievement by the
Higher Grade inquiry pupils than the Higher Grade expository pupils on the Test of
Understanding may thus not be significant. In order to check whether differences in
TOU mean scores of the Higher Grade pupils in the two groups are statistically
significant or not, an analysis of covariance was performed, despite 11:;; sm. 1 sam?le and
the absence of a normal distribution of scores. According to Borg and Gall (1989) the
level of significant" is influenced to a considerable degree by the size of the sample. By
nature of the formulae used to determine significant difference, the smaller the sample
size, the bigger the difference needed to reach a given level of significance.
Parametric statistics make certain assumptions about populatie« parameters, one being
that the scores are normally distributed about the mean. ~,·.henlarge deviatioi ....;fh:hn
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In South Africa pupils take their school subjects on one of two academic levels i.e.
"Higher Grade" and "Standard Grade", Greater cognitive demands are placed on pupils
on the Higher Grade. and it is required that at least 40% of questions in the final
examination should assess higher cognitive skills such as analysis. synthesis and
evaluation. Pupils in Standard Grade deal with less content (shorter syllabus) and are
predominantly tested with factual recall questions, The researcher of the study discussed
in this report thought that the "Stannard Grade" pupils present in the sample used would
be "concrete operational". It was therefore decided by the researcher to look separately
at the performances of the Higher Grade and Standard Grade pupils on the TOU. Table
4 shows a comparative summary of the scores of the Higher Grade pupils.
Table 4: Comparative descriptive statistics 0/ Higher Grade pupils' scores for the
TOU -
inouirv__g_[_OUl1 EXDnl'.itOr\f nrouo
Sample slze 20 18
Mean score (oUlaf 64) • TOU 24,76 19,58
Mean % .rou 38,7% 30,6
!kta:idard deviation (of % scores) 19,3 20,69
The pupils in the inquiry group achieved a 7% higher mean percentage in the June exam
(three months prior to this study) than those in the expository group. It may thus be that
the Higher Grade pupils in the inquiry group were capable of better achievement than
those in the expository group at the start of the study. The 8% higf(er achievement by the
Higher Grade inquiry pupils than the Higher Grade expository pupils on the Test of
Understanding may thus not be significant. In order to check whether differences in
TOU mean scores of the Higher Grade pupils in the two groups are statistically
significant or not, an analysis of covariance was performed, despite the small sample and
the absence of a normal distribution of scores. According to Borg and Gall (1989) the
level of significance is influenced to a considerable degree by the size of the sample. By
nature of the formulae used to determine significant difference. the smaller the sample
size, the bigger the difference needed to reach a given level of significance,
Parametric statistics make certain assumptions about population parameters, one being
that the scores are normally distributed about the mean. When large deviations from
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these assumptions are present in the research data, parametric statistics should not be
used (Borg and Gall" 1989). Borg and Gall (1989. 561), however, recommend the
following:
"When research data meet the assumption of being interval scores but do not
meet the assumptions of normal distribution and variance homogeneity, we still
advise you. to use one of the parametric statistics ... "
"The main reasons for recommending the use of parametric statistics in these
situations are that: (1) studies have shown that moderate departure from the
theoretical assumptions has very little effect upon the value of the parametric
technique; (2) non-parametric statistics are generable less powerful, that is, they
require larger samples in order to yield the same level of signtficance; and (3)
for many problems encountered in educational research, suitable non-
parametric tests are not available. "
The results of the analysis of covariance are presented in Table 5 below.
Table 5: Analysis of covariance of Higher Grade pupils' scores on the TOU (using
June exam results as covariates)t
Source Degrees of Sum of Mean square Fvalue
freedo WI SQuares
"
Group 1 960,463 960,463
Test 1 2442,388 2442,388
Group x Test 1 0,2516 0,2516 0,001
Analysis of covariance for Higher Grade posttest scores on the Test of Understanding
reveal no significant difference (F value > O,OOi) between the experimental and
comparison groups at the 0,05 level of significance. There is thus a greater than 5%
chance that the difference in mean scores of the Higher Grade pupils of the two groups
is due to chance.
The results therefore indicate that the Higher Grade pupils in the inquiry group <lidnot
develop a significantly better understanding of the circulatory system than the Higher
Grade pupils in the expository group.
4.1.3 Comparison of scores of Standard Grade pupils in the two groups
Comparisons between the levels of understanding of pupils as reflected by the
performances of the Standard Grade pupils in the inquiry group and comparison groups
are presented in Table 6 on the following page.
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Table 6: Contparative descriptive statistics of Standard Grade pupils' scores for the
TOU
Inouirv OfOLlO I: oroun
Samplesi:t;e 11 9
Mean score (out of 64) - TOU 10,4 17,7
Mean % ~TOU 16.3% 21.7%
Standard deviation {of % scoresl j 18,1 I 16,4 II
The Standard Grade pupils in the comparison group achieved an 11,4% higher mean
score than those of the inquiry group. Furthermore, the inquiry pupils showed a drop of
23,7% in mean score compared to their June mean percentage. The comparison group
showed a much smaller drop of 7,3%. The comparison group also revealed a smaller
standard deviatf h indicating less variability of scores around the mean. compared to tile
inquiry group.
These results seem to indicate that Standard Grade pupils in this sample have benefitted
more ill terms of understanding the circulatory system :from a structured traditional
lecture approach than from an inquiry approach. The small number of Standard Grade
pupils in each group, however, make any generalisable inferences impossible.
An analysis of covariance was performed to determine whether the 11,4% difference in
mean score between the groups was statistically significant. The results of the analysis
of covariance are presented in Table 7 below.
Table 7: Analysis of covariance of Standard Grade pupils' scores on the TOU (using
June exam results as covariatest
Source Degrees of Sum of squares Mean square Fvalue
"c
Group 1 3,4897 3,4891
Test 1 3148,23
I
3148,23
Group x Test 1 166,688 766,688 7,81
Analysis of covariance for Standard Grade posttest scores on the Test of Understanding
reveals no significant differences between the experimental and comparison groups at
the 0,05 level of significance. It must be borne in mind that the small samples involved
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.LLLa.l\..1,;; H VI,;;J.Y l.1.l11ikelyto obtain statistically significant results, even if differences exist.
It appears that Standard Grade pupils benefit more from a more traditional approach to
teaching which does not require them to think or to take responsibility for their O\VIl
learning. The results, however, showed no significant differences.
4.1.4 Item analysis or rOU.questiol1s 1aand bl 3a and b
Questions ICa)and (b); 3(a) and (b) are considered by the researcher to be questions that
test understanding rather than factual recall only. Itwas decided to see if there were any
differences in.pupils' responses to these specific questions by pupils of the inquiry and
expository groups. It was thought by the researcher that pupils that had used the inquiry
approach to learning about the circulatory system may have developed a higher level of
understanding.
The inquiry and expository groups pupils' responses to question lea) and 1(b) of the
TOU (based on the blood system of a human foetus; see test questions Appendix D on
page 130 and marking memorandum Append):"E onpage 135) are compared in terms of
the number and percentage of pupils in each of the following categories:
• No understanding
• Slight understanding
~ (no correct and relevant statement - 0 marks)
- (at least one statement that can be regarded as relevant and correct ~
1mark allocated)
- (two or three relevant and correct statements, but answer not
complete; 2 ~3 marks allocated)
- Four correct and relevant statements, answer complete ~4 marks
allocated.
• Partial understanding
• Full understanding
The results of the analysis for question 1 are shown in the following table:
Table 8: Number and percentage of pupils in each 'category of understanding' for
questions 1(a) and (b) of the TOU-
Extent of understanding
~Q".~Qn
E --
None SIi~lht Partial (4 Full
{O marks] (j ma,rk\ (2 _ S l1::1rk!O.l\ ,marks)- •
Number Number Number ~lul11ber Number Number Number Number
of pupils of pupils or pupils ofoupils of pupils or;'v}Jlh~ of pupils ofpupih;
Inquiry Expository Inquiry 8:pository Inquiry Exposito\y Inquiry Expository
(n=31) (n=26) (n=31) (n=26) (n=31) (n=26) (n=31) (n=26)
1 (a) 23(74,2%) 23(88,5%) 5(16,1%) 0(0%) 1{3,2%) 1(3,6%) 2(6,(;%) 2(7,7%)
1 (b) 20(64,5%) 17(65,4%) 7(22,6%) 6(23%) 2(ti,(;%) 3(11,5%) 2{6,5%) I 0(0%)
:
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Many pupils from both groups got no marks for 'questions 1(a).and (b). The expository
group performed particularly badly on question lea) with a greater percentage of pupils
than from the inquiry group falling in the 'no understanding' category, Very few pupils
from either group, however, had a 'full understanding' of the content. The results
obtained from this analysis indicate that the pupils '.\1 the inquiry group did not appear
to reveal a better understanding of the questioned aspects of the circulatory system in
comparison with the pupils in the expository group.
Tei;' 9 below shows a comparison of how the two groups performed on questions 3(a)
and (b).
Inboth the inquiry and expository groups pupils' responses to question 3(a) and 3(b) of
the TOU (dealing with the differences in the thickness of the walls of atria and
ventricles) are compared in tenus of the number and percentage of pupils h" each of the
following categories:
NQ understanding - ifno relevant or correct statement is made: 0 marks allocated.
Understand - if one or two relevant (and correct) statements are made: 1 ~ 2 marks
allocated.
Table 9: Number and percentage a/pupils in each 'category of understanding' for
questions 3(a) and (b) of the TOU
. Extentof understanding .• . •--~J
Question Donot Understand(0marks) Understand(1 • ~mark!)~
Numberof pupils Numbei' of pupils Numberof pupils Numbar of pupils
Inquiry Expository Inquiry Er.positol'Y
I {n=3fl (0:.-26\ 111:::311 '1J=2~Lu, 27(87,1%) 22(84,6%) 4(12.9%) 4(15,4%)27(87,1%) I 22(84,6%) 4(12.9%) 4(15,4%)b
The majority of pupils in both groups have not shown the expected level of
understanding of the content. The expository group has a slightly lower percentage 0f
pupils (2,5%) in the 'no understanding' category whilst they have a slightly higher
percentage of pupils (2,5%) in the 'understand' category. Very few pupils from either
group had an understanding of the content required in questions 3(a) and (b). The pupils
taught using inquiry methods did not seem to demonstrate a greater understanding of the
questioned aspects of the circulatory system than the pupils taught by more traditional
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expository methods.
It thus appears that the inquiry package used in this study did not result in a better
understanding of the circulatory system by the pupils using this method of learning.
4.2 ATTITUDES l'O\NARDS SCHOOL BIOLOGY
The Attitude Towards School Biology Test was used to measure how pupils feel towards
biology as a school subject. Itwas administered lIS a pre- and posttest to both the inquiry
and expository groups. Table 10 below shows the changes inmean scores between the
pre- and posttests for both the inquiry and expository groups.
Table 10: Descriptive statistics of inquiry and expository group results on the
Attitude Towards School Biology Test (both pre- andposttest2
Inauirv arOUD EXDositOnl_CUOOD
~~retest(n = 34) Pretest{n = 29)
Mean score 51,6 48,4
Standard deviation 11,17 8,87
Cro!1bach Alpha Reliability 0,96 0,91
r--~'
Posttest (n :: 35) Po'sttest (n :::28)
Meanscoi'e 52,9 49,6
Standard deviation 9,9 8,2
cronbach Alpha HeK:::bility 0,92 0,95
Slight improvements in attitudes (as reflected by mean scores) for both groups are
observable in terms of pre- and posttest comparisons. The inquiry group mean SCQre
increased by 1,3 whilst the expository group mean score increased by 1,2. The inquiry
group posttest mean score is 3,3 higher than that of the expository group, but they had
higher attitude scores prior to the intervention. It would thus seem as if the inquiry
group did not develop more favourable attitudes than the expository group after having
worked through the inquiry package.
An analysis of covariance was done to determine whether the difference in posttest
scores of the experimental and expository groups were statistically significant or not,
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after pretest differences had been taken into account. The pretest scores were used as
covariates to /,ompensate for initial attitudinal differences between the groups. The
results are shown in Table 11.
Table 11: Analysis of covariance of posttest scores of the experimental and
expository groups on the Attitude Towards School Biology Test (using
. ~pretest scores as covariates
Sourt;e Degrees of Sum Mean square Fvalue
s; of souares
Group 1 1~9,0567 169,056
Test 1 2,2067 2,:<'.067
Group x test 1 26,0159 26,0159 O,~:8
Analysis of covariance ofposttest scores on the Attitude Towards School Biology Test
reveals no significant differences between the inquiry and expository grot:i"''''at the 0,05
level of significance, once the prete\{tscores have been taken into account. The teaching
and learning oftl:H;~c~iI:~~~l!3risyste&.by inquiry (as used in this study) did not result in
more favourable pupil attitudes towards biology compared to the attitudes of pupils in
the expository group.
Although the mean attitude scores did not reveal any differences, itwas decided to look
at the distribution of scores within particular mark ranges. The results are shown in
Table 12.
Table 12: Number and percentage ofpupils scoring inparticular mark ranges on the
Attitude Towards School Biology Test (pre- and pastiest) --
I Number of pupils
:::::..~'arkange inquiry group Expositorvjaroup
Pretest Pastiest Pretest PosHe-- (n=34\ (n=35) (n=291 _,,_ (Il=ji:§'
14··21 2(5,8%) 1(2,8%) 0(0%) 0(0%)
22-28 0(0%) 0(0%) 0(0%) 1(3,5'1'
29-35 0(0%) 0(0%) 2(6,8%) 1(3,5tYc
36-42 1(2.9%) 4(11,4%} 8(27,5%) 2(7,1°/c
43-49 9(26,4%) 8(22,8%) 3(10,3%) 6(21,4°
50-56 12(35,2%) 13(37,1%) 9(31%) 13(46.4
57-63 6(11',6%} 6(17,1%) 6(20,6%) 5(17,80
64-70 4(11.7%) 3(8,5%) 1(3,4%) 0(0%)
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There are generally only slight changes in the percentages of pupils in the two group
scoring within particular mark ranges between pre- and posttest scores. It is of cours
not possible to determine whether it is the ~ame pupils scoring within particular mark
ranges in the pre- and posttests. Figures 3 and 4 provide a visual impression of the
comparative distributions of scores of the two groups.
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Pretest • Posttest
Figure 3: Comparative bar chart of pre- and posttest scores within specific mark
rangesfor the inquiry gro.JlJ2on the Attitu¢e Towards School Biology Test
Figure 3 shows a drop in the percentage of pupils in the lowest mark range based on a
comparison of pre- and posttest scores. There seem to be a smaller percentage of pupils
with 'negative' attitudes and a slightly larger percentage of pupils with more favourable
attitudes (this is also shown by the slight increase in posttest mean score for the inquiry
group). There is, however, a lower percentage of pupils in the high scoring categories.
This trend is reflected by the lower standard deviation of posttest scores of the inquiry
pupils compared to the pretest scores. There is thus a more homogenous distribution of
posttest scores around the mean. It is, however, apparent that there was not much
difference in pupils' attitudes towards biology after completing the inquiry package.
These results were disappointing as the researcher expected the inquiry pupils to develop
more favourable attitudes. Perhaps the intervention period was too short to result in
attitudinal changes. Itmay also be that the looming end-of-year examinations influenced
the pupils' attitudes in a negative way.
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Similar to Figure 3, Figure 4 below shows t1~~percentage of'pupils in mark ranges but
for the expository group, based on pre- and posttest scores.
Pretest • Posttest
Figure 4: Comparative bar chart of pre- and posttest scores (within specific mark
ranges) for the expository group on the Attitude Towards School Biology
Test
The bar chart indicates a drop inthe percentage of pupils with posttest scores inthe low
mark ranges (which are associated with negative attitudes) and an increase in the
percentage of pupils with posttest scores inthe higher mark ranges (which indicate more
positive attitudes). There are, however, no posttest scores in the highest mark range so
that the mean score for the group improved only slightly. The bar chart also shows that
the posttest scores are more homogenously scattered as is also reflected by the lower
standard deviation score fer the posttest. Perhaps the section on the heart is an
interesting one, no matter how it is taught.
\1 r
Item analysis of Attitude Towards School Biology Test
Studies by Johnson (1976), Mason and Kahle (1988) and Ajewole (1991) have shown
that many of the students they investigated found inquiry orientated classes ~obe more
enjoyable than expository orientated classes. Three items from the Attitude Towards
School Biology Test that are thought to be closely related to the "enjoyment" aspects of
the inquiry teaching package were selected. They are items 3, 6 and 8.
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Item 3 - During biology class, I usually am interested
Item 6 ~Biology is interesting to me and I enjoy it
Item 8 - Biology is fascinating and fun.
For the purpose of the item analysis pupils' responses were categorised into positive (if
they agreed or strongly agreed with the item statement), neutral (if they neither agreed
nor disagreed), and negative (if they disagreed or strongly disagreed). The results are
shown in the table below.
Table 13: Item analysis of selected items of the Attitude Towards School Biology Test
Inquiry group Expository group
Item Pretest (n = 35) Pretest (n = 29)
Number of responses Number of responses
Positive Neutral Neaative !:II .. Neutral Neaative
3 20 9 6 11 13 5
6 27 7 1 19 8 2
8 21 13 1 16 10 3
68 29 8 46 3~ 10
Posttest (n = 34) Postiest {n = 28} I
Number of responses Number of respc:mses
3 20 10 4 14 8 6
6 29 3 2 20 7 1
8 28 5 1 18 7 3
77 18 7 52 I 22 10
The inquiry group as well as the expository group showed an increase in the total number
of 'positive' responses from the pretest to the posttest for the three items combined. It
would thus seem as if the decrease in the total number of 'neutral' responses in the two
groups was due to more of the pupils responding positively in the posttest,
The expository group, however, had fewer positive responses to the three items
combined than the inquiry group after the intervention period. Inorder to check whether
significantly more pupils who experienced the inquiry package find biology interesting
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and more enjoyable than pupils who had experienced expository teaching. a Chi-square
test was used.
The Chi-square test was used to determine whether the differences between the obtainec
frequencies (posttest scores) and expected frequencies (pretest scores) for each of tht
two groups are significant or not. Separate contingency tables were set up for each of th€
three items (3,6 and 8). The results are ShOVvIlin Table 14.
Table 14: Expected and obtainedfrequencies a/responses to Items 3, 6 and 8/or
inquiry and expository groupo
INature 01 response I Inquiry gro~p
20
Expository group
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Expected Obtained Expected
frequency
(pretest)
Obtained
frequency
(posHest)
frequency
(pretest)
frequency
[posttest)
ITEM 3
iTEM 6
Positive 20 14 1120
8 13Neutral 10 9
6 6 5Negative
Positive
4
27 1929
Neutral 3 7 7 8
Positive
Negative 2 '1 1 2:I~======~~====~:===~,,,~==~=-======~=======?======~I
21 18 1628
5 13 7 10Neutral
'1Negative
The sum of the chi-square CX2) of the cells of the table for item 8 yields a value of 8,4
which at 2 degrees of freedom is significant at the 0,01 level of significance. This would
indicate that there is a less than 1%probability that the difference inassociation between
group and response is due to chance. Itmay thus be that the inquiry package has caused
an increase in positive responses by pupils in the inqu;)' group to the statement that
"Biology is fascinating and fun".
The sum of chi-square of the cells of the tables for items 3 and 6 yields values of 3,53
and 4,11 respectively.which at 2 degrees of freedom is not significant at the 0,05 level of
significance. This indicates that there is a greater than 5% probability of an association
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between the two groups and the type of response tv ~itlll::'3 and 6 being due to chance.
It can therefore not be said that the inquiry package resulted in pupils in. the inquiry
group being "more interested in class" or finding biology more «interesting and
enjoyable" than the pupils in the expository group.
The results of this study thus fail to show a significant difference in attitudes of pupils in
the inquiry group and the expository group towards bblogy as a school subject. There
is, however, an indication that perhaps the inquiry package may have caused pupils in
the sample to find biology more "fascinating and fun",
4.3 FEEDBACK FROM THE TEACHER
Cohen and Holiday (1982) contend that what might be statistically significant may be of
no educational significance and conversely that what might not be statistically significant
may well have educational significance. The feedback obtained from the teacher is
regarded as important as it is considered by this researcher as having «educational
significance" despite the statistically non-significant results obtained in this study.
A full evaluation of the lessons of the teaching package by the teacher who taught them
is included as Appendix C on page 120. The main points made by the teacher (who
taught both groups in this study) seem to be the fact that the inquiry pupils "enjoyed the
investigations, perhaps due to the novelty aspect". Although most pupils "relished the
idea ofthe 'hands-on' activities, some pupils were 'squeamish' and preferred to Withdraw
from the activities", The teacher, however, repeatedly commented after each lesson that
the pupils "generally enjoyed the investigations".
Another important aspect of the feedback from the teacher is the increased demands
placed on the teacher in terms of supervision. Some of the activities in the lessons
provided opportunity for "horseplay' (e.g, the "stethoscope" and "water pump"
investigations). Pupils also needed help in handling the apparatus and specimens
correctly. A verbal comment was made by the teacher in question that perhaps a
laboratory assistant should be present at all times during "inquiry lessons" to "keep an
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eye on the proceedings" and to "keep the trouble-makers at bay".
1\
Another .issue raised was that pupils also tended to answer the inquiry worksheet
d
questions superficially. The point was made that "it seems as ifpupils have difficulty in
expressteg themselves in describing what they see". The teacher also report~)d that the
pupils. found it difficult to relate the answers to the information supplied, particularly
when the information is in the form of a graph. The teacher suggested that some of the
content is "perhaps a little (00 abstract for most a/the pupils".
Overall. the teacher expressed the vf~w that the series; ,}le~sons went off well and that
...,\ ;
the investigations were generally well enjoyed. He indicated that he would certainly use
more inquiry learning in his own teaching in future.
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Chapter 5 - Discussion and Conclusion
An attempt was made in this study to answer some questions related to the effectiveness
of an inquiry approach to teacning and learning, specifically, whether an inquiry
approach to the teaching of the human circulatory system to Standard Eight Biology
pupils resulted in greater understanding and whether pupils taught by inquiry would
develop more favourable attitudes towards Biology as a subject at school, Since this
research is a small scale study it can in no way provide conclusive answers to the
questions posed beyond the context of the case study conducted. The findings of this
study may, however, serve as a basis for future studies in th's field.
5.1 LIMITATIONS OF STUDY
Borgand Gail (1989) provide evidence of important weaknesses that often exist in
educational research and point out the importance of such weaknesses being identified
and acknowledged by researchers and reviewers alike in weighing research results. The
following factors are probably shortcomings of the study reported:
- 'The samplf-!
The sample used in this study was not obtained randomly and can not therefore be
considered representative of the larger population. This makes the results obtained non-
generalisable. The sample was also small which makes it more difficult to obtain results
revealing significant differences (see discussion on page 56 in-Chapter 4).
- The intervention period
The short intervention pei.od also makes it difficult to get significant differences
particularly in terms of changing pupils' attitudes. Researchers such as Mason and
Kahle (1988) and Ajewole (1991) recommend long periods of intervention in order to
bring about changes in attitudes. They do not, however, indicate how long the
intervention should be. Some writers, notably Gogolin and Swartz (1992), support the
view of the educational psychologist Gagne that attitudes can change in a short period of
time. The three week intervention period used in this study may well not have been
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sufficiently long to bring about a change in pupils' attitudes.
- The pilot study
Another problematic issue in the study is that no specific steps were taken during the
pilot testing of the testing instruments and of the inquiry package to gather data from the
pupils about any problems they may have had. The pupils could have been asked to
think more carefully about each instruction on the worksheet and every item in the tests
and to then write down any problem they may have had. Perhaps more problems with
instructions in the worksheets and questions in the tests would have come to light. The
teacher involved in the pilot study was used as the only source of information as to
problems with the instruments and the package. The teacher was instructed to question
the pupils on whether they had any problems in understanding the instructions on the
worksheets and questions in the tests. Minor problems emerged using this procedure.
It may well be that other problems would have emerged if a more direct method was
used to obtain information from the pupils.
- The attitude test
A problem associated with using Likert scales in attitudes research is that they yield
continuous scores which are then often analysed using statistical methods which are
appropriate only for interval data. Kerlinger (1986) states that the use of these statistical
methods on data obtained from Likert sca.les is a widely used research practice.
Also, concerning the attitude test, it can be argued that perhaps pur ns' attitudes towards
the mode of instruction itself should have been assessed rather than pupils' attitudes
towards Biology as a subject at school. This may have been more appropriate in the
context of this study.
Another issue regarded as a shortfall of the study is the fact that on the attitude test
questic.maire pupils were not asked to indicate the grade on which they take Biology.
Itwas also impossible to get this information from class lists as the pupils completed the
attitude test anonymously. It would have been interesting to compare Higher and
Standard Grade pupils' attitudes separately for the two groups as was done with the
results of the Test of Understanding.
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- The Test of Understanding (TOU)
The low scores achieved by the groups on the TOU indicate low levels of understanding
of the circulatory system. The test was considered by this researcher and by the project
supervisor to test understanding rather than factual recall that can be rote-learned. It may
thus be that the test was too difficult for Standard Eight pupils and that they were not
capable of demonstrating the level of understanding tested. This view, however, seems
to be repudiated by the TOU results of the group used in the pilot study.
5.2 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
In this section the findings of the two research questions that this study set out to answer
are discussed.
5.2.1 Do Standard 8 Biology pupils taught by an inquiry teaching approach have
a better understanding of the circulatory system than pupils taught by a
traditional expository approach?
The results of this study indicate that the pupils taught by an inquiry teaching approach
did not develop a better understanding of the circulatory system than puy;ils taught by the
traditional expository approach. An analysis of covariance CANeOV A) verified the
view that the d;i"/:i'~nce in mean scores for the two groups was not statisticafu:
§ignificant.
During the analysis of the results it was decided to compare the results of the Higher and
Standard Grade pupils in each group separately. The results indicate that the Higher
Grade pupils in the inquiry group did not have a better understanding of the circulatory
system than the Higher Grade pupils in the expository group. Analysis of covariance
showed that the difference in mean scores of the two groups was not statistically
significant. Similarly, the difference in mean scores of the Standard Grade pupils in the
two groups proved not to be statistically significant.
An item analysis of pupils answers to selected questions from the test (thought by the
researcher to test understanding rather than factual recall) showed that the inquiry
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package did not result in a better understanding of the circulatory system by the pupils
in the sample used in this study.
This study has thus failed to show that the inquiry approach (as used in this study) to
teaching the circulatory system to this particular sample of pupils resulted in a better
understanding compared to the pupils that were taught using an expository approach.
5.2.2 Do Standard 8 Biology pupils receiving inquiry ..orientated instruction
develop more favourable attitudes towards Biology as a school subject than
do pupils receiving expository instruction?
The results indicate that the pupils in the inquiry group did 110tdevelop more favourable
attitudes towards biology as a school subject than the pupils in the expository group.
Differences in mean scores between the two groups were found not to be signifi~ant by
an analysis of covariance.
The item analysis of three of the items dealing with interest, fun and enjoyment from the
attitude test revealed that both the inquiry and expository pupils had increasing numbers
of positive responses to the items in the posttest, A Chi-square test revealed that the
differences between the obtained frequencies of responses (posttest scores) and expected
frequencies (pretest scores) for the three items combined were not statistically
significant.
An analysis of the three items separately was conducted. ·A Chi-square test revealed a
significant difference in the frequency of responses between the inquiry and expository
groups to item 8, "Biology is fascinating and fun". However, the results for the other
two items (items 3 and 6) showed no significant diff~rences between the frequency of
positive, neutral and negative responses between the inquiry and expository groups.
This study has thus failed to show that pupils receiving inquiry-orientated instruction
develop more favourable attitudes towards biology as a school subject than pupils
receiving expository instruction. However, there seems to be some evidence that
perhaps the inquiry approach has resulted in more pupils in this sample finding biology
fascinating and fun.
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5.3 SUGGESTION&, FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS
It is suggested that more studies be conducted on teaching by inquiry, perhaps with larger
samples, longer intervention periods and with better control of extraneous variables. It
is further suggested that a qualitative study be included in further studies into inquiry
learning as valuable information may emerge from observations of pupils. at work in
inquiry classrooms. Such studies may shed light on the equivocal research findings
which abound in the literature describing quantitative studies into inquiry learning.
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APPENDIX A
Inquiry teaching package
An intruductron to the circulatory system
The purpose of this lesson is to stimulate interest in the circulatory system. It is hoped that
the questions on the historical background will get pupils to think critically about early
hypotheses on circulation, and to become aware of the functioning of their own blood
system. The purpose of INVESTIGATION 1 (observing Daphnia under microscope) is to
give pupiIli an opportunity to see a living heart in action and make observations and
deductions regarding the rate of heartbeat .
: • WI : ,
• sufficient Daphnia in glass jar for each group (2 - 3 Daphnia per group)
• one large and one small glass jar per group
• bunsen burner and tripod stand per group
c crushed ice (at least four groups will need ice)
• depression microscope slides, threads of cotton and coverslips
• one thermometer per group
• mono/binocular electric microscopes
CD graph paper ( one sheet per pupil)
• Worksheet 1- Introduction to the circulatory system (one per pupil)
w-FA , &!iU!
• It is suggested that pupils work in groups of two or three at their "lesson seats" and
work through pages 1 and 2 of the worksheet before going to their "practical work
benches" - allow 10-15 minutes for the answering of the questions on page 1 and 2.
• Pupils should have ± 30 minutes to complete lNVESTIGA ']fION 1, working in groups
of ± 4 at their work benches.
1
I
I
~.
• The teacher is to allocate the temperature of the waterbath that each group must
prepare (each group works at one speeifie temperature Le, one of 0°, S°, 10°, 15°,20°,
25°, 30° and 35°C).
• Ensure that pupils get the results from tne other groups at the end of
INVESTIGATION 1 to complete the data table and plot the graph (once every group
has determined the average heart rate, the teacher should collate the readings and put
them onto an overhead transparency so that pupils can complete their data table).
(-'i
.. Pupils should be encouraged to discuss obsereanons made and to debate questions that
may arise as they do the experiment.
• It is suggested that the teacher answers pupils' questions with responses that wonlf}
stimulate further thoug~t and allow the pupils to "discever the answers for
themselves". However, it is important that pupils be helped with questions regarding
whay they have to do, and how they must do it. This approach is to be followed
throughout the series of lessons.
• Answering the questions and the plotting of the graph must be completed at home if
there is not sufficient time in class.
• The teacher should encourage pupils to start working on their assignmefit as soon as
possible and emphasise that it is to be turned in within 2 weeks.
2
------------~---------------~..------------..------Worksheet 1- An introduction ",(/thecirculaf{flJl system
___ ...... IIIIiaIl5ilil!lll__ ~.· ..__ .. --- .... --IiWII!l.
Recorded human intellectual history ¢ves back at least 5 000 years. During the first 4 700 of these
years some ,of the most: ' rtant facts about the body, including the blood circulatory system, were
unknown. 1111Sis not surprising, for if you think of your own body, you will see that. it is almost
impossible to guess what is happening inside it. You can feel your heart beat and can also feel your
pulse. You can see and feel that your skin.is sometimes pale and cold, sometimes hot and flushed.
What do these observations suggest is happening to the blood within your body from time to time?
·11:" ~ •.• " .., ;. 00" ".,;. It " ,..,. " .••.••••• fI_ "' " I1 •••• 'Ii ·0 ~ ~ ..
.......... ,..>1'11 '" iI"' ' ,. 6. , ,. ••• ~ ~ io.Ii , .
........ ) 4 .• · , ,•.. , •••.• <;- .. , ~~ .. 01. ,,) ., ) •• .to_ , ", . ., ,,- ., io •••••• " ''!fI ., .
....... e· " ;; , iI." " " ".il " , _.,., •••.•••.•.•.•• " II' •.•••• _•• ·•• 11 .
• •. " ..-••• it t.e , •.••••• ,..;, ,. ••. ., "' .; <f·e e· ' e." ., ., .•••.•.••
Early scientists from ancient times had v: ms hypotheses (unproved explanations) about blood.
Aristotle believed that blood was formed in the liver. From there, it would flow to the heart. Then, it
would flow through the blooe vessels to all parts of the body. The liver would then make more blood
and the process would be repeated continually.
Give a reason why Aristotle's hypothesis would not work .
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As a result of observations of the hearts of various animals, William Harvey, an English scientist of
the seventeenth century, came to realise that the heart is a pump and that it continuously pumps out a
large quantity of blood.
This finding enabled Harvey to/make a brilliant deduction that would overcome the problem with
Aristotle's hypothesis.
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What do you think the deduction was?
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" INVESTIGATION 1
William Harvey realised that a great deal could be learned about the action of the human heart by
studying the hearts of other kinds of animals.
. ..
In this investigation you can study the working heart of a living water flea, paphnia. This organism is
commonly found in freshwater ponds and lakes. It is so transparent that when placed under the low,.
power of a microscope, its beating heart can be seen. See the diagram below to determine the location
of the heart: branched fe21er
Il"l:-.'t---....__ heart
midgut
second and third feg
Source: A xot.lYCd>ookfor tlI~13iolDgfcaJ. Sclt!tlces.
Mornoll. Bl11Ildwein. Joseph; 1966.
HMcoUlt Breee lavanO'o'ic:ll NcwYorlc.
tim~) is influenced by temperatur~.
~: Each group will work with Daphnia that will be placed in water at a giff$}r~ntspecific
temperature. 0°) 5°, 10°, 15°, 20°, 25°, 30° or 35°C. Make sure that your teacher has
informed your group as to the temperature of the water bath your group must prepare.
2
- Partially fill a large beaker with water and heat it, or ifnecessary, add ice, to bring it to the desired
temperature. Monitor the temperature reading all the time (using your thermometer) and keep the
temperature constant
- Place a 50 ml beakei containing a few Daphnia in pond water in the large water bath beaker.
v.. v \->1--- ....1-""~.~.. ~~. '.-\'l ~ .
\.
t y/'\ _..\.'.J
_____ small 50 ml beaker containing Daphnia
large beaker (water bath)
- Daphnia, should be left in the water at that particular temperature for at least 10 minutes.
~ q
Why do you think this is necessary?
•••••• " ••••.••.• "' , ;o; ~. t •.•.••.•.•• -•••• ., 1' • .-"' 0' ~., ..~
The temperature of the water bath should not vary more than 1 or 2°C during the period in which
Daphnia. are in the water bath.
Determine the rate of the heartbeat as follows:
Place a clean depression microscope slide into the water bath (To warm it up/cool it down).
- Using the medicine dropper put a few drops of water from the smaller beaker (containing Daphnia)
onto the slide.
- Add two or three short threads of cotton fibre to the drop of water to avoid crushing Daphnia when
you cover the specimen with a glass coverslip.
- Cover the drop with a coverslip (You should perform this experiment quickly so that the temperature
changes as little as possible).
- Place the slide on the stage of the microscope and bring the heart into focus (refer to diagram on
page 2).
- Count the heartbeats during a 15 second interval and multiply by four to get the number per minute.
The heartbeats are usually very fast. The following method 'hill help you to count these beats:
Place a pencil dot on a piece of paper for each beat of the heart.
When the 15 second interval is over, count the dots.
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- Repeat this procedure at least three times with the same flea and at the same temperature; Calculate
the heartbeats per minute and take the average of your three trials. Record this average heartbeat
per minute On your data table, for the temperature used by your group.
DATA TABLE
TEMPERATURE
.'/
is-c
AVERAGE heart rate per minute
O°C~-'----------------4---------------------------~
SOC
At the end of the lesson your teacher will consolidate all the results from the other groups for you to
complete your data table.
Using graph paper, draw a graph to show your results. Temperature should be plotted along the
horizontal x-axis and heartbeat rate along the vertical y-axis.
HOMll;WORK
ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:
1, At what temperature is the heart rate the slowest?
...... , • " ..• ' If ;, ,·t '''', .........•.•.•..•••.•• 'j, , iI·' f .: <I ,·iI."" •.•i · iI ~ ' _" '
2. At what temperature is the heart rate the fastest?
............... I ~ t •.• t oj , ".·f·~ •• "".' ~•.•.• , ••....... ",,, 4 " •••••.• t ·l. io .• f'. t"~" ••• t·." ..~•• ·t t ". _ *, ." ., " o' ~'; , ,.,; •••
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3. What is the effect of temperature on the tate of heartbeat of Daphnia?
" ~. ,- ••.• lO ,.. •• t- '••••••••••. ;. .••. ~ ~ ••• .; '0 .o , ••• ~ '.:.Il ~ , ..
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4. What would happen to the heart rate if you continued to increase the temperature inSoC
intervals?
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Your graph shows the experimental heart rates taken by different students using different DaDhp.i~.
5. How accurate a plot is this? Explain your answer .
... " Ii " _ ,." -;" .•• Ii · •• · " c f· -<1 t , , ~ "'•.• t •• ' .,,, " .,,,, " ...
.........................., , ,,. ,.....•........ ,, " ;..,,, ,, _ .
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ASSIGNIVLENT: Coronary thrombosis
This assignment is due at the end oi'this section of the syllabus on the Ir,jtctrlatory system.
:'
You must write a. few paragraphs (1<.2pages) on coronary thrombosis including:
- what type of disease it is
the causes
possible effects of the disease
how can it be prevented, ~U1d
what doctors may decide to. do after diagnosing a severe case pfthe disease.
Consult books in the s~ho()llibrary and/or other sources for the information; List the resources used
in the form ofa bibliography.
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Examination of mammalian heart
~.;r~l~m ::: • 7 : i
The purpose of tbis lesson is to allow pupils to examine a mammalian heart (externally and
internally) in order to become familiar with it's structure (chambers, valves, attached vessels?
etc.) and to relate structure to function.
~~ --:.: · := ....i J
o one ox heart per group (arrange with abattoir to have hearts as intact as possible ..with
atria and blood vessels unscathed)
• one length (± 40 em) of rubber tubing per group
.. one metal clamp per group
• two scalpels, one pair of scissors and two dissecting needles per group
II one dlssecting board per group
• one pair of snrgiest gloves per group (some pupils may prefer to use them)
f) Worksheet 2 - Examination of the mammalian heart (one per pupil)
:
• Pupils will need at least 50 minutes to complete INVESTIGATION 2.
• The teacher is to provide encouragement and support and must not give "direct answers"
to questions pupils may ask them about the content. The teacher must however help the
pupils with any questions related to the procedures to be followed.
In this regard: - the pupils may need your help in determining which is the ventral sh~eof
the heart (page 2 of Worksheet 1)
- it is suggested that the teacher gets all the groups to start the internal
examination (page 4 no. 5) simultaneously and to ensure that everyone
understands the procedure.
• Please alert pupils to the importance of completing the homework exercise as it deals with
a number of issues not covered in the investigation.
1
]
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Worksheet2 ..EXamination of the mammalianheart
• INVESTIGATION 2
Each group has been provided with an ox heart.
;External examinatiQD
* Describe the general shape, colour, size and texture of the heart.
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* What ate the round, hollow cut off tubes attached to the top of the heart? .
'" Examine the walls of these hollow tubes. What do they feel ~e.?
............................................ '" ". ,. ..•.• ,.." ", "" .•• " '" to .. 4O " .••.••.•••.•.•. :"'; ••• ,," •. " " ••••. ,. to
Are they all the same thickness?
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Imagine the heart as a box with four chambers (such as in the diagram below). The left and right halves
of the box are completely separated, but the two chambers in each half ate connected by a door.
right ventricle left ventricle
1
..
Refer to the "box heart" diagram on the previous page, as you read the following paragraph. Locate.
each structure mentioned.
The mammal has a double circulation, that is, blood flows twice through the heart for every complete
circuit of the body. Deoxygenated blood from the tissues enters the right atrium from the great
veins (venae cavae). From the right atrium blood flows into the right ventricle from where it is
pumped to the lungs via the pulmonary artery. Having been oxygenated in the lungs, blood is
returned to the heart via the pulmonary veins; after entering the left atrium the blood flows int".the.l.
left ventricle from where it is pumped to the body via the aorta.
Two main questions arise in connection with the heart: how is the blood propelled from it, and how is
the blood kept moving inthe right direction? Keep these questions inmind as you examine the ox heart.'.
I. Determine which is the dorsal and which is the ventral side of the heart. The ventral side of'the
heart is more rounded (convex) than the dorsal side, and the thick-walled arteries arise from this
side. Hold the heart so that the blood vessels are at the top, and the ventral side is facing you (as
in the diagram below), '" Please note that in humans the back of your body (spinal cord side) is
called the dorsal side. and your front (chest and stomach side) is the ventral side. The same is
truefor a mammal such as an o~ except that itwalks onfour legs so that its dorsal side faces up,
and the ventral side faces down.
The venae cavae open
into the tight atrium
on the other side
perieardlurn -----II
lNhen you reecn
point 6 on the worksheet
cut along thi~1dotted line to
expose interior of right ventricle
,?....-__ ~. pulmonary artery
The pulmonary veins open
into the left atrium
on the other side
fo--I--1J------ coronary vessel
(artery and vein)
When you reach point 5on the worksheet
_-#-_ cut along this dotted line to
expose interior of left ventricle
~~~----- apex
Ven\r;ll 'nevv of mammalian heart.
This Is the mote conVE!)( side of the heart and
shows the attachment af the aorta and pUlmonary
artery fo the ventricles. The veins are on the .
dorsal side. IRA, right atrium; LA, lert a!rium;
RV, right ventricle; LV, len ventricle.FigIJre 1
Source: Bi.olollJ' 1I'(l4IIctUmalll[lproa.c/l - Stuaent; M tlliulll.
Ro~andKing; 1981.
Thomas NcI.s(a &. Sons Lid. Surrey.
2
Why is it that the right atrium and ventricle is on your left-hand side, and the left atrium and
ventricle is on your right-hand side as you look at the diagram?
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2. Use the diagram (previous page) to help you fird the following structures on your group's ox heart
(as seen from the outside';
• the tight and left atria,
• right and left ventricles,
., pulmonary artery (arises from the right ventricle),
II aorta (arising from the left ventricle),
CI anterior and posterior venae cavae (opening into the right atrium) [NB: singular ~vena cava;
plural- venae cavae),
• pulmonary veins (opening into left atrium),
e pericardium (thin sac-like membrane surrounding the heart),
• coronary vess !'3 (branching from aorta and entering heart wall) in heart wall.
Predict the function of the coronary vessels. Remember that the coronary vessels branch from the
aorta (as it emerges from the heart) and enters the muscles of the heart wall.
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3. The purpose of the next activity is to work out the passage of blood through the heart by observing
the flow of water as it fills and runs through the chambers of the heart and emerges from it. Insert
the end of a rubber tube leading from a tap, into the anterior vena cava. Clamp the posterior vena
cava so that water won't leak out, Run water into the anterior vena cava and note its flow through
the heart. From which blood vessel does the water emerge? .
Explain the movement of the water fully .
••••.• .:..•• " , , , ! .••• "' ', •••
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4. Now runwater into the pulmonary vein and note the vessel from which it emerges. This is the
aorta.
Internal examination
5. In order to see inside the left ventricle you must first cut it open. Position the heart so that the
ventral side faces you. Now cut along the right-hand dotted line with a scalpel (Seefigure 1on
page 2). Cut from the bottom up, so as to expose the left ventricle.
At the top of the ventricular cavity (on your left), observe the opening into the aorta guarded by
a valve (known as a semilunar or pocket valve). To your right observe the atrioventricular
opening guarded by the bicuspid (mitral) valve. Note that the bicuspid valve has two Haps
attached to the ventricular wall by tendinous chords and papillary muscles. Find these
structures. Pull the tendinous chords and see the effect on the valve. What do you think are the
functions of the bicuspid valve and tendinous chords?
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6. Slit open the right atrium and pulmonary artery (left-hand dotted line -figure 1) by continuing
your ventricular slit upwards to the top of the heart. Observe the valves in detail as you did on
the other side of the heart (note the tricuspid valve between the right atrium and right ventricle
with its three flaps).
7. Examine the openings of the pulmonary veins into the left atrium and the openings of the venae
cavae into the right atrium. Are there any valves guarding these openings and what might be their
functions?
................... ,1 •• ' , , _ '.• .c- •••• " 10 •••.• t ••• lilt" _ •.• , ~ •..••••••.• D .
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8. Finally, notice the relative sizes of the four chambers of the heart and the relative thickness of.
their walls, Which is the largest chamber and
which one has the thickest wall? ..
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What do you think are the reasons for any differences you observed?
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HOMEWORK
1a) Using your textbook for additional information, find out what initiates the contraction of the heart.
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b) List in point form the phases involved in the contraction and expansion of the heart (the cardiac
cycle) .
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c) List the structures through which blood flows in order to get from the venae cavae to the
pulmonary artery.
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d) Is the blood flowing from the venae cavae to the pulmonary artery oxygenated or
deoxygenated? ~ ..
Explain your answer , .
• , ••••• , ·.0 "' ·••••. '1: " , " ••••••.••• "'••••••••.••• " •• " •••••••• , .
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e) List the structures throughwhich bloq#rflows to get from the pulmonary veins to the aorta.
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f) Is the blood flowing from. the <pulmonary veins to the aorta \oxygenated or
deoxygenated? .
Explain your answer " .
..,
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2. Use arrows to indicate the direction of blood flow from the veins, through the heart and emerging
in the arteries on the "box heart" diagram on page 1 of your worksheet.
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L~onl
Consolidation of previous worksheets, listening to the sounds of the
h~art,and the effect of exercise on tile heart rate
This lesson has three purposes:
• to check the answers o~the questions in Worksheets 1 and 2
• to give pupils the opportunity to listen to the sounds of their own hearts; and to feel their
pulse in order to gain further understanding of the functioning of the cireulatcryuystem
~ to have pupils examine the effects of exercise on the rate of the heartbeat •
:rRt1fmNmM~• ft" JIit :: ..:•
• 1 or 2 si(}thoscopes per group
• stopwatches (pupils' wrist watches will do)
.. Worksheet 3 - Sounds ofthe heart (one per pupil)
~i1JI11~ 0 !I'" :: IIIi II).: I
.. It is suggested that the first half Of the double period be used to check that pupils have the
appropriate answers to WOl'ksheets 1 and 2.
• The remaining period should be used for pupils to complete INVESTIGATIONS 3 and 4.
e INVESTIGATION 4 may be completed by pupils for homework should there not be
sufficient time in class, Also alert the pupils to the homework exercise at the end of the
worksheet.
1
Worksheet 3 ...Sounds of the heart
8 INVESTIGATION 3
Listening to the heart
Work in pairs, one person acting as the examiner and the other as the subject. The subject should
sit down comfortably. i 1':he examiner is to place. the earpieces of a stethoscope in his/her ears and
put tIlt; bell against :the chest wall of the subject just left of the breast bone in line with the arm pit.
Listen to. the sounds of the heart. No.W reverse roles.
1. Do you hear the double sound of each beat? ,p ..
The sounds of the heart are caused by me shutting of the atrioventricular and the semilunar valves.
2. What do you think ca.uses the first sound? Explain your answer •
................. "' ~ _ '.;, .- '.' ;,. ' .....•.•...
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What do you think causes the second sound? Explain your answer .
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3. What kind of information do you think the doctor can get about a patient's heart by listening
to it with a stethoscope?
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You can also fed .how fast your heart Is beating by feeling your pulse. See the following
diagram:
~.
fool pulse With this finger
Now feel the pulse ID.ld.listento the heart sounds with the stethoscope at the same time.
Notice that there is a time lag between the heart sounds and the pulse.
Give a reason for this time lag.
'"
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What circumstances do you think may cause the time lag to be shorter?
.................. , 0." ~ " •.......... , <i , " .. " ,' ' t ..8 , ,,, _ " .. 0 , .. 0 ;. .. , ;. .. ~ " •. ,," .. 0 , 1. .
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From your observations try to calculate the speed at which your blood travels in em per second.
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e lNVESTIGATION 4 (This must be completed for homework if there is not sufficient time in class)
To find the eff~ctof ~rcise Qn the heart...rn~
1. Measure your standing heart rate by feeling your pulse while standing. Write down your heart rate
in beats per minute .
... .. ,,,, , " a It I • 0- ~ •• " _ " •••• " ~ '0 .. ~ •••.•.• " 0 • , .•• t , ~, Ii " iii '- ·Ii" " ..oj •.••• iii , " , ••• ; •• ,
2. Do steady walking on the spot for three minutes.
2
3. Immediately after walking, measure y01..1fheart rate again. Write down your new heart rate in
beats per minute .
....~••f ," ,,"•••.•••"'•• t. ,t- " ••• , t' , -. ••• t· 0' t ~••••• " :•••• ·••••••• t ·••••. ·."I.,.Ii .
How does it differ from the standing heart rate?
.... " ~- t' ·t·· : ~ ~ _ " ;; ..
Explain the difference. (Remember that the cells of the body require oxygen to function)
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4. Stand still and wait until your heart rate returns to its normal standing rate.
5. Work in pairs and decide which one of you will do some hard exercise for three minutes. The
person doing the exercise, go down onto your haunches and stand up and down again etc.
6. Immediately after the exercise, measure your heart rate in beats per minute.
t·. ttl* .. 6 111.: •.•.• ~ •.•.•.••.• f.' ,••·f ~ .. ~ ,..,. ~ Ii ;. It· ~ II O " ,., t· ·•• ~ , , •••••••.•. ,.,. t .
How does your heart rate immediately after the hard exercise differ from the standing rate?
.................... t- · t· ~ .. t·, " •• " 'I.t ·,;. J. .. """ t· t. oj II ,iI ~ io t· .
Suggest a reason for the difference .
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HOMEWORK EXERCISE
You have been given diagrams of the external and internal views of the heart as well as a list of label's
for each. You are to cut out the labels and paste them correctly onto the diagrams.
(Arrange all k~Delsbefore doing the pasting.)
3
Source: BitJlogy for To¢a.)'. Stizndlll'd ll.
Ausloker and Wessel,,; 198~.
!uta ,t: Co.•Ltd. ]orunnc.burg.
Exterhal view of mammallan heart,
left carotid artery
right ventricle
inferior vena cava
aorta
right carotid artery
left atrium
right coronary
vessels
aortic arch
right atrium
pulmonary artery
left coronary
artery and vein
left ventricle
right pulmonary
artery
superior vena Cava
left pulmonary artery
Diagram of heart - longitudinal section.
position of pericardium
semilunar valves in
pulmonary artery
pulmonary artery
superior vena cava
coronary vein
tendin'Ous chords
tendinous chords
inferior vena cava
samih.mar valVes
In aorta
... papillary muscle
septem
left pulmonary Veins
aortic arch
right pulmonary Veins
left ventricle
right ventricle
endocardium
thick cardiac muscle
or myocardium of
left ventricle
left atrium
opening of Inferior
, na cava,
right atrium
palt of tricuspid valve
mitral valve
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Heart muscle tissue/V eins and arteries
.:: :: :r In 1M
The purpose of this lesson is:
.. if) allow pupils to observe differences between heart muscle and skeletal muscle tissue and
to make certain deduetious
to determine the differences in structure between arteries and veins
to discover some of the structural and functional properties of veins (homework exercise -
Harvey's experiment)
to check answers to INVESTIGATIONS 3, 4 and 5.
: :••• w
.. biovlewer strip (Muscle tissue M9)
• 2 bioviewers per group
• Worksheet 4 (one per pupil)
~:'~!.. • .:::: = •.: I
• Pupils are to start this lesson with a blostrip examination. of muscle tissue.
II Pupils are to be encouraged to discuss their answers to the questions in their groups before
writing them down.
• Use the last 20 minutes of the lesson to check the answers to INVESTIGATIONS 3, 4 and
the homework exercise from lesson 3 and INVESTIGATION 5.
• Try to enthuse pupils about conducting Harvey's experiment (INVESTIGATION 6 for
homework) and challenge them to see whether they can rediscover Harvey's findings.
1
12:,
\
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Worksheet 4 - Biostrip examination of muscle tissue
e INVESTIGATION 5
1. Insert the biostrip (M9) into the bioviewer. Observe slides 1 and 3 carefully. Now compare slides
1 and 3 and write down the differences between skeletal and heart muscle tissue .
...... •• ,••• '.:j , ~ ••. " " •.• ' :•••••••••
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(Check that you have all the differences by referring back to the section on muscle tissue in your
textbook)
2. Study slide 4 showing Purkinje fibres between the other heart muscle fibres. The Purkinje fibres
are a group of cells that makes up the sino-atrial node (SA node) that generates the electrical
impulses for the contraction of the heart. Refer back to slide 3 and note the cross-connections
(bridges) between the heart muscle (cardiac muscle) fibres. Suggest a possible purpose (function)
for these cross-connections.
11 ~ , ".: ' •••••••• 11 ••.•• ·•.• ·· ~ •••••••.•.••••••.•••• ,. iI·., oi··.,~· ,: ••
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3. What was your standing heart-rate? (Refer to INVESTIGATION 4).
Now open and close your fist at that same rate for tw'o minutes. Describe what the muscles in
your hand feel like afterwards?
.: ,o •.• , " • .,:.;, 't .•• ~., 11,.'." ,,,, ,"' ••• ~" •••. ;; ., .•.•• ~ ,., ",' " ,., It ........• :.,., , .
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What does the above observation suggest about the way cardiac muscle differs from skeletal
muscle?
"., " « iI' •• 4 •• "'" ~ C·." •.•• e <1> ••.•••••.••.• " .,., e ,. IO & "' " ., " .. ., ; c' ••.••• ,.
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4. Studieswith an electron microscope show cardiac muscle to have many more mitochondria than
'-
any other body tissues. Why do you think there are so many?
.......................................................... ,. "' .
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5. Study slide 7 of the blood supply to mus.c~efibres.
What do you notice about the blood vessels?
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Why is it important that the muscle fibres have a good blood supply?
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The walls of both arteries and veins are made up of three layers: an inner, a middle and an outer layer.
Study the diagram below:
Connective tissue with
non-eiastic collagoenfibres
(outer layer)
COnnectlVI~tissue
contalning~lastle fibres
(oUlel'layar)
So=: Collea~ZD(JID8Y 7th editio".
Hesnrt ancI Stiles; 1966.
TheMBc.\{illlll~. New York.
6. Study the diagram on the previous page and complete the following table of comparison between
arteries and veins (please note that no actual measurements are required in the comparison - use
words like larger, thicker, thinner, smaller, etc.).
Arteries
1. Overall diameter 1. 1.
2. Size of lumen 2. 2.
3. Outer layer: a) a)
a) thickness
b) what the layer b) b)
is made up of
4. Middle layer: a) a)
a) thickness
b) amount of muscle b) b)
present
5. Inner layer: a) a)
a) thickness
b) what the layer b) b)
_jis made up of
HOMEWORK
It INVESTIGATION 6: Harvey's experiment
1. Find a person who has promine .....: blood vessels on the inside of the forearm, and who is willing
to cooperate. These prominent blood vessels beneath the skin are veins. The subject must clench
the fist and rotate the hand inwards. Select a large vein usually to be found in the inner side of
the forearm and choose a length which is unbranched. Work only on this section of the vein. A
moderately tight bandage (or cloth tie) must be wrapped around the upper arm above the elbow.
(Do not keep it tied for longer than 10minutes). This should have the effect of increasing slightly
the prominence of the vessels.
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2. At the end of the vessel furthest from the elbow, apply a steady pressure i~ order to close its
cavity.
3. Maintaining this pressure at the chosen point, stroke the vein firmly towards the elbow. (If the
subject himself performs the operation he can use the opposite hand, applying stationary pressure
with the little finger and stroking the vein with the thumb). Note the effect on the vein .
., ~ '" ,. " ;; " "'•• * ,.••, 11 ..- 11" ~ " t· ,. "' """" , ~._ 11 ..
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4. Now release the fixed pressure point and observe the effect
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5. Repeat (2) and (3) but do not release the pressure point after stroking the vein towards the elbow.
With the pressure point maintained, stroke the vessel in the opposite direction i.e. from elbow side
to pressure point. Observe what happens .
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What do you deduce about the flow of blood in veins from this observation?
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Suggest a possible mechanism in the vein responsible for the above observation .
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In what direction does blood flow in veins?
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Inwhat direction does blood flow in arteries?
............ ~ '0 ~ " 'OC "' ' " " ". Ii .' ' ,.." ,. ' ...
One of the ways inwhich vefus differ from arteries is that many veins have valves. Here and there
along the channel of the vein, the inner lining has flap-like structures called semi-lunar or pocket
valves (add this difference to the bottom of your table of comparison on page 3).
Study the diagram below:
semilunar ~
valve
(a) Valves open. (b) Vallies closed.
thin wall -+- ~i
Source! Bio/.r;gy /ol',To,[ay, Stant/rud 8.
Austokcr $lid Wesset..: 1986.
Jut!. &Co••LIIi. lohannesbwg.
Semilunar valves of a vein.
* In which direction would you expect blood to flow more easily, A? B or B~ A?
, (J .:" •• ' jo~"." ••• "" .'" •••.•••.••• " , e.
Why? " ~ .
.. , ,. ~ " "'..,, '" ., " ' ",. ' " .
* Where would the heart be in relation to this diagram, below A or above B?
........ " , io ".~ -10 c~ '" _ , , ..
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The question Harvey never answered
I~* tdtltls l~
*:
The purpose of this lesson is:
to heighten pupils' understanding of the structure and functioning of blood capillaries
through observation and deductive reasoning
.. to enable pupils to discover the importance of elastic fibres in the wail of arteries in terms
of the propagation of blood and blood pressure,
:m 5 4•
INVESTIGATION 7
• ODesmall (10~15em) goldfish per group
• one petri dish per group
• two microscope slides per group
e one strip of cotton wool (± 5 em wide x 15 em long) per group
• one stereo dissecting microscope per group
• Worksheet 5 (one per pupil)
INVESTIGATION 8
• one one-way plastic pump per group
CIt one 15 em length of rubber tubing per group
• one "finger" of a rubber glove per group
48 one glass dropper tube per group
• two pieces of string (10 em) per group
• two 200 ml glass beakers per group
• Worksheet 5 (one per pupil)
: :• -• It is suggested that pupils spend 30 minutes on INVESTIGATION 7 and that the second
half of the lesson is used for INVESTIGATION d.
• Encourage pupils to think carefully when answering the questions.
• Please emphasise that the goldfish win suffer no harm during the lnvestigation as long as
the eottonwool is kept wet.
1
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Worksheet 5- The question Harvey did not answer
If blood clrculates, how does it get. from the artet . to the veins?
Artervfrom
heart
Vein to
he~':t;
Haney saw that blood leftthe heart at each beat and travelled along vessels termed "arteries". harvey
was not able to demonstrate any links between arteries and veins, but he predicted their existence. The
first man to see the links was Marcello Malpighi (1628-1694) of Bologna in Italy. m the few years
which separated the two men, great improvements had been made in the quality of knses. With a
powerful single lens Malpighl first saw blood capillaries conn~~ing arteries ana veins in the lung of a
frog. Circulation (i.e, blood being pumped from the heart returns to it, to be pumped out again) thus
became an established fact.
• INVESTIGATION 7
~rying the flow ofblood through the capiUaries ofa goldfish
* Please note that a small cold-water goldfishwill suffer no harm out of the water for 10-15 minutes,
if it is wrapped in a wet cloth (or cottonwool), with its tail protruding. Never the less, wcrk C.o
'quickly as you can, and only have the goldfish out of the water while you are observing it.
Procedure:
Remove a small (10-15 em) goldfish from the aquarium inyour laboratory and wrap it (except for
the mouth and tail) in dripping wet cotton. (Note: Do not allow the cottonwool or cloth around
the fish to dry out) See diagram below:
1
Place the fisIl in a petri dish as in the diagram below:
Place fish in bottom half of petn dish. Place
c(j\~erslipor glass slide over thin ragiorl of the tail.
Slide
Source: Ltzhora/Q1jIo:dlinain Biology.
J\lml;nonand Thompson; 1991.
WHFr~&.Co .•Ne"'Ymk
,
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Ifthe fish moves too much, hold the tail fin still by pressing it down lightly with the miercscope
slide (the fish v.ill come to no harm).
Place the petri dish on the platform of a dis~ecting microscope and focus on the WI with the low-
power objective of'the microscope,
1. Describe what you see.
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The smallest vessels are the capillaries. They are just 'wideenough to permit the :g~;ssageof a single
file ofblood cells.
2. What is the advantage ofnavhlg red blood cells pass through the capillaries in single file? (Refer
back to the functions of ted h100d.cells in your textbook)
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Change to high power to examine the capillaries and blood cells more closely.
Blood enters the capillaries from small arteries called arterioles. Trace a capillary back to an
arteriole.
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3. Does the blood flow more rapidly in the arterioles or in the capillaries?
.............. it ~ , ~ .•• <> J ~ , io " , •••••.• " '" 10 ~ ;. t., It '.
Follow a capillary inthe direction inwhich the blood is flowing. It will join a slightly larger blood
vessel called a venule.
4. Where does the blood flow faster - in the venules or in the capillaries?
'-
, ~ .' ,. 10 ••• '.: f ••• ' '. ,., '. _',.'. _. ,.It jo' i '" , <1 "";''''''' '0 '. I. _ '" .. t " IO : ' .
5. Do red blood cells seem to be rigid or flexible structures?
IO '•• t •• '. ' •• r ''1.'" •.•.•••• " '" , •• " " .•.• "'.,.; •• '." ••• IO" •.•.• ,.," ••••••••.• ;.:., ;. •• , ~ ,., .. ,; •••• 1 •. ,; ,,, • Ii ..
* At this stage, put your goldfish back in the aquarium.'"
6. Where are exdbanges between the surrounding tissues and the blood more likely to occur: in the.
arteries; veins or capillaries? Explain your aQsyver.
t i t·. ,., " t. t· ,., •. " .. " .. "., ~ , •. , t ,,.,.. ,.,. iI:. I .. ,.,. ,.,,, ,; ••• ;. • .,. •••• "' .. , iI , .•• "." , •••• ". " ,. .., •••• _ .•• ;. ;0 t , , ., ,';'" •..•II
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a INVESTIGATION 8
p.[Qcedure:
Attach rubber tubing to each end of a plastic pump with one-way valves. Attach a glass dropper
tube to one end.
Fill the system with water by holding the tube vertically while pumping the bulb as in the following
diagram:
~laGtiC tubl(lll
\..
Soun:~: 8io1t>gicalScie'nce. Mtllec1Ua to MaJI.
TI!If4tm: guida/or JJScs.
Blue ~c.rsion: 1973.
Ii&ughton Millin 01. B(l~!I.
\ \,r't._ : ::::J
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PuillP the bulb rapidly at regular intervals as ifwere a beating heart.
\'
Describe how the water emerges from the dropper tube .
.... I ·t._'"'' ;. f , .f-" too ••.• ' ~ ," ._ ~ ,.'+. t' _" to .. -. " .''i: • .: iI'" ~ of~ ••••• 1 +;; .-, •• to •• ?' •
• ' > ••••• ' "'-, ,. •.•.•.• ' , ,. , •.•.••• , _, •• ;; " "' " 'Ii' ' -. .• - .; ' ;. f " .. " ._.,,;. ..
" . '\. "..... 'c
Now attach ai'b~Mticrubber ftuger (from rubber glove) between the rubber tubing and glass tubing
as in the diagram below:
...
J3egiri. the I!umping action again.
What~hapl?ens to the elastic rubber "finger"?
l' , .. ): t '> ,." .,r.., ' " ". , "" j " ,.·11 f ~ ;,..,.,; " •.• , .•. , .. ~ " t ".~.. 11";, .. ·• e e', .·f •• ·f".;," D·•••• , .••.• " :11. ,iii. iI·,'" "" ''* ".•.,." _,j ;, ••. io " •••. , ..
• •. :f , •.• t.- •• · " .',; .. ~ •••.• t· •.•.•.•••. ti , ,,;; .. ;. .•• " ,,, <I " ',f ".iI< •....... to I1 ~ II·_. ·,,, ,·.' 11. iI • ~ .. " ;, ~ , .; 10••. "
.... , ' , •••• :.' , ~ •.••••.•• ~ , •• ', 11•••••••• t ti.) .. , (~ e. ~~.'II' ••• """" •• '. "., "'~: tr·t •. f' ,;, ~ •• "." Ii ..
How does the water emerge from the glass dropper in comparison to the previous procedure
without the elastic finger?
............ c· "" .. " _ " ;, ",.,." ,., •• ,,"" •.•••• , •.•.• ~ oj ", " IiI" t. _.,•.•.••t.••• ,."'~ ••• ,, ~ " ~.'. f' •• 11!";';' ii •••.•••••• "" oir." "
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What do you think is the reason for ~~ having elastic fibres and muscles in their walls?
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Consolldatinn/Blnod pressure exercise
:: ::.••••....••:: .]:
The purpose of this Iesson is:
• to check pupil answers to INVESTIGATIONS 6, 7 and 8
• to aid pupils in relating' blood pressure fluctuations to the cardiac cy~Ie, and
• to assist pupils to realise the role of blood pressure in the fUllctioning of capillary networks
o to help pupils gain an understanding of the origin of lymph and the functioning of the
lymphatic system.
o Worksheet 6 (one per pupil)
[~~~ -:" ••Dl :::::C;: .7;::·.••~.\J
• The first 20 minutes of the lesson is to be tined to check the answers to INVESTIGATIONS
6,7 and 8.
• Pupils are then to begin answering the questions on Worksheet 6. Group discussions are
to be encouraged, as pupils attempt to answer the questions.
• Pupils may have to complete the worksheet for homework,
1
'.'
• m:_ a 2 j I iII"'ftii lIYT ..
Worksheet 6 ..Blood pressure exercise
... r ~ _
BIQlad pressyre ~xen;;is~
-:>,, '
Refer to thel,~gram below and answer the questions (1..3) that follow:
KEY leU ventricle
- - left atrium
................. aorta
Blood pressure
(i<ilopascals)
~-.~~~J~=...~~~\..~...~ .~~~~--~-+~-+-+-+~i~-~
15 +-~rrf~~~~~~~~~rrt!r'~r~~=~..,...,t-~·····..11 " ,. -. .1$ 1\ ..~.~. "_"
10 +--..fI--...f--+~It-l-!---+- ! \
5 +-1+-4--+~+4---r--~-+-#-·,_~~;~-~---r-1
0~V4"~-~+-·4--~\'~lr+~)~\/~~+,~..·-- j~,~_~~r'~'rFV ".::.~
Source; Bit)logyf()r GCS'e.
AldernolllUldRGwllllld; l?~S.
U'WMiUan Educationl.1d. BMin.g:;t~kc.
o 0.5 1,0 1.5
lime (secondsl
I. What is being plotted in this graph? (look at the axes and the key to the three graphs for help)
.... -•• ,. l' '" _f'." .. ,. - .. " '" • ~ , ~ ".~ " , ,. ii.' , ..I> IJ_" ,..- , .• " "._ .. ;, .. '" .. ~ .. '" , .; , '" .• 'Ii ".f " ~• " ".,.. t " " •••• ~,. _ ;. .. ~ ,; ••• " •. f
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2. It can be seen from the graph that the blood pressure in the left ventricle increases and decreases
•rhythmically over time. Why do you think this may be so? Explain by referring to the flow of
blood through the left ventricle, and relating it to the pressure pattern shown inthe graph,
.. " .." ",." •.• "" " .•." " "" ,,,. " •." " " " "" it"" """ ~" , ..".01 '" ,;1." " .. I> .;." , , ". "." " " " ", ;." '" t •• , " •• , ' 11" .•• , .• , ••.• " .. " ~ , ..• , •• " Ii Ii .
10 ,,' ~ "" IO.· •• 10 ,," • it • 10 , " 0.'" ~ t.• ·, , • iI" lUI" , , Ii IO' • ., ••.• " •• " l.t •••• ,." ' '.•.•" " iI·.' ,.<1- IO.- • Ii" .'." .'11 • t .. t "t" •• <t"" 10 '" " ~. lO·t " 10 ·'1,· 10
~ ".,'" IO•• " 10· " ,." " .. it ·it 1- " ._' J' ;,.f .. ~ .• " Ii •• .-., ••• " •. , .. " ••••. it ••••.• '.10'." •.• " Ii •. ,., ••• " •.• ·iI Ii, , .•.•,,"it·••.•••• " _•.• to,,,
it I" " , "." ~ ,. " .,.\',., •. - " ,." *...+ ,. II" .",. 0- " " it·' ••. " .,,, • II " .", •• ,., .. " " ~ " •• ·01 " .; .•• " .. " "" •..•.•. " ". Ii •• " ••
\\
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3. Is the semi-lunar valve at the entrance to the aorta Qpen Qr close\! during the period 0,2 sec • O.~
sec? Explain .
• .. " t •.• " "" • " " ' • " " '" .;" "' " " " 01 • ;0 ",." t * " .. s e , " , " " ~ " iji." ,.6 io , • ~ iI <I ••.• , t· Ii , , " ••. , " ...
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Doctors measure the blood pressure of a patient with 'l piece of equipment called a
sphygmomanQmet~r. A typical blood pressure reading is 120/80. Blood pressure is recorded and
expressed as rom of'mercury (rrunHg), i.e. the height of'a column of mercury that the pressure exerted
by the blood can maintain, Two typos of pressure are actually measured. In the example given above
the 120 mmHg measures the systolic llressur~, and the 80 mroHg measures the diastQligpressure.
4. Try to suggest 'what the rum. pressure readings actually measure? (Ref,~rto Worksheet 2, page 5
for the meaning of systole etc.)
...... : , Ii;, : ;# , ••• II .io ' .• ,.io io •••• · •••• ·•· ~A .
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5. It has been found that blood pressure in arteries remains fairly constant, whilst it drops relatively
constantly in veins and enters the heart at almost zero pressure. Try to suggest 11 reason for this.
(see INVESTIGATION 8)
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Capillaries are the narrowest of blood vessels. Their walls are made up of a thin single layer of
endothelial cells (see INVESTIGATION 7). There are tiny pores between adjacent endothelial cells.
Every cell of the body is close to blood capillaries. Every cell of the body is surrounded by a
colourless fluid called tissue fluid.
'CAPilLARY
~,__ endothelial cells
pores be1\Neen
adjacent
endothelial cells
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6. Where do you think the tissue fluid originates from?
......t ~ " ' "."' lI •••••. , , _. .
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Study the diagram below:
longHudlN:1~ron
Ihrou.gll eJ1.ry
Iranav • .". Metron
IhrQUgh MIry
Scheme of branching of artery to form arterioles and capillaries, and the venule and veins carrying blood away from the
capillary network.
Source; Biol.tJgy for today. SIQJldard tJ.
Austokcr and WtsS\ils; 1986.
Iuta & Cd" Ltd. lohnnncsburg.
As long ago as 1622 an Italian, Gasparo Aselli, discovered a serieli.9f tubes )ying alongside blood
vessels. Aselli did not understand their function but we now know them to be part of a series of vessels
(called lymph vessels) that contain an almost colourless fluid known as lymph. Lymph vessels contain
valves similar to those of veins, so that lymph carl flow only in one direction. Small lymph vessels unite
to form a main lymph vessel (the thoracic duct) which drains in the left subclavian vein (blood vessel
in the left shoulder returning blood to the heart). A number of nodes (glands) are found along the
lymph vessels. particularly in the neck, arm pits and groin. They produce cells called lymphocytes that.
engulf and destroy bacteria.
7. Explain how lymph fluid originates. (Consult your textbook for help)
...... ~ ••.• of .;. , .- ;, .•• 'Ii •. ;,. 0· 'Ii ;, t, t ,1> '",; ••• it· <I" t·" t- _._ ••.••• j JI 0I ' '~ ••.•• " , .- ..
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8. What is the function ofthe lymphatic system? (Consult your textbookfor help)
..................... J ••••.••••••••••••••• ~ ~ , •• ., ••••••• ~ •••.••••.• _ •••••• ' '•• .- " ~.. '", •· ·.•••.•• ·." •• ·••••••• ·0 ••
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9. Tabulate five differences between tl,·~,",'"nd in an artery (see label 1. in diagram on page 3) and that
in a vein (see label Z in the diagram onpage 3).
Blood in artery Blood in vein
.
"
The lymphatic system has no "pumping mechanism It that "pumps" the lymph in the lymphatic vessels.
How do you think the lymph is then able to move up lymph vessels in one's leg? Consider the bank
teller that stands behind a counter all day and arrives home with swollen and puffy ankles and feet
(oedema). If the teller now goes for a run, the swelling goes down. How would you explain this
phenomenon? (Refer to ;if.mrt(:x~/l(m?:.ifyouneed help)
....................... , \;" ' , .,. .
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What other way/s can you think of to reduce the puffiness of the feet? Explain .
• e' • e " t f:-"" , .- f,. " .. ,. iI· O' •. , t· " , ~'" "" ' ,. .. ,: e' ~ " ". 11 .• : .
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Elephantiasis (filariasis) is a disease characterised by massive swelling of the arms and legs.
I G
Source: ColJ.eg¢ Z OOWllJI 7th editiolt.
Hegner and Stilee; 1966.
The MacMillan Co. New York.
Most elephantiasis is due to the presence of filaria worms in the lymphatic system, These parasitic
round .~..orms actually live in the Lymphvessels. The adult female worm may reach a length of 50 em
and is often thicker indiameter than certain lymph vessels. What do you think might be the reason for
the severe swelling in the limbs of a human infected with filaria worms?
..~ , , i .it ·••• to , ';i, , , , t· .Ii iI ~ ;. II". " .• " ~ " t· :: " ;,.• ',_ '
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What other wayis can you think of to reduce the puffiness of the feet? Explain .
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Elephantiasis (filariasis) is a. disease characterised by massive swelling ofthe arms and legs.
Source; Col!egeZoology 7th editlon.
Hegner and Stiles; 1966.
The Mac."Jillan Co. New Yon:.
Most elephantiasis is due to the presence of filaria worms in the lymphatic system, These parasitic
round worms actually live in the lymph vessels. The adult female worm may reach a length of~O em
and is often thicker in diameter than certain lymph vessels .. What do you think might be the reason for
the severe swelling in the limbs of a human infected with filaria worms?
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The purpose of this lesson is:
• to enable pupils to get an understanding of systemic circulation and thus to grasp the
pathways of blood to and from various body organs
• to enable pupils to get an understanding of the role of the hepatic portal system in terms
of the absorption of nutrients and the role of the liver
• to enable pupils to deduce the role of the lymphatic system in the absorption of fats
• to check the answers of Worksheets 6 and 7.
1:
&£
The first 30 minutes of the lesson is to be used for pupils to answer the questions on
Worksheet 7. Group discussion should be encouraged.
.. It is suggested that the teacher alert the pupils to the relationship between the two diagrams
on page 1 of Worksheet 7. Please explain to the pupils that the arteries in the upper
diagram form capillaries (in various organs not shown in the diagram) which give rise to
the veins seen in the bottom diagram. The pupils must be aware of the connection between
the arteries and veins of the two diagrams.
iii The last 30 minutes are to be used to check the answers of Worksheet 6 as well as those of
Worksheet 7.
• Remind pu~ils that they must hand in their assignments (coronary thrombosis) in the next
lesson.
Cj Pupils are to be told of a test on the circulatory system, one week from. today •
Systemic circulation and final consolidation
• t *
• Worksheet 7 (one perpupil)
•
..
.L
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Worksheet 7 ...Systemic circulation
Thy major aI1¢1"!e$and veins Qfthe bQd~.
Study the two diagrams. below and answer the following questions.
The main arteries in the human body.
left internal'carotid
arte,ry to brain
left extemal carotid to
Y-4--- suoertfcial head tissues
left common carotid
artery to head ,
right renal artery
left renal artery
(to kidney)
inferior rnesentenc artery
(10 large intestine)
\,J,...<f--T-"-left iliac artery
(to leg)
superior mesenteric
artery (to small intestine)
Diagram of main veins in human body.
KEY TO VESSELS
r."""~ blood VUsel$ of
'.. , . .,........, ".palle port~1 'YlIlern
internal jugular vein
right subclavian vein
inferior vena cava -'-:_~-.4---+~~-l";:
positiop or diaphragm -~~--.,,4.-_'I""-
1 11 moln yo" .. I. of body.. n It carrying dltQxYO.natod blocd inferidr vena cava
pulmonary ""Ii'll carrying
oxyg.n.t<t<1blood teft iliac vein from leg
So\lt'CC; Bif)/Qgy lor Today. SJllJldt:rd 8.
AUslOW '00 Wessels; 1986.
1m. tz. Co .•Ltd. JohAnncsbwg.1
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1. List the names of the blood vessels in correct sequence through which a red blood cell starting
in the gastric artery will have to travel to get to the left subclavian vein.
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2. Name the common blood Vessel into which blood from the stomach, small and large intestine
drains after leaving these organs?
"' .., .-.- , ~ ••.••••••. , ~ .-•••• , •· · •••• ·••• ·•••••. 11 •••• • ,,·.
3. Which is the first organ reached by blood travelling from the stomach, small and large intestine?
.................... ~ •• o- ~ .o "' :" .•.••• '. , <i.a". iI ~ ~ 11 •• ".,,;, " ............................................................• 1· •..... it "
The hepatic portal vein is the only blood vessel which commences anet~nds incapillaries.
4. Analysis of the chemical composition of blood in the hepatic portal vein during a24 hour period
shows varying krvels of sugar, amino acids and other r).~r1,f>-"""inthe blood. Look carefully at
where this blood comes from and Suggest a reason for the Ck~l~E:ieS1.'1the levels of these nutrients .
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5. Analysis of the chemical composition of blood in the hepatic veins indicates constant levels of
sugar, amino acids and fatty acids in the blood throughout a 24 hour period. What does this
suggest about the functions of the liver?
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6. The blood in the hepatic portal vein contains no fatty acids and glycerol (from the digestio~ pf
fats). The hepatic artery does. This suggests that fats are not absorbed into th~ blood from: the
intestines, but rather into some other means of transport and only enters the blood later. Exp ~in
how you think \4" absorption and transportation of fats occur. (Consult your textbook for lI·fp)
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APPENDIXC
Feedback from teacher that taught the inquiry package
1. Please list any problems you experienced wi(h this lesson regarding:
• Length of'lesson: ..~~"~~.~!?~...:~;.~~...~~..J~.~.~2.9:~~l~9.!?-...~~~..P'~~.;9.9-. ... .M.9.-n..g.4/19
(30' period) Actual experimental work during periods 3 & 4o'n" 'Tu"eEid~~ '" .
\II Practical problems in doing investigations: J;).~g !h9.t ..~P.-!'?w.::!3... :~h~.'!i:t?!l:~ ~.9.~~P.- 9.i..
~h.~Pf. ¥.~.g;'g.p.P.~~.J~~.~. ~.Q.!3. ~P.:9.~gn..,.j!R ~Q.Q.9.InQ~Q.~:Ii~..J1E!£t¥.ttiJ3f' .
I) Content taught; ....~.~ ~~.7.. .~?:~~.:-~?~.~~?~.L~?.. .?.~~.~1:..?:-.~~!:l!?.::..~.~~ ..P.~?~~.?:~~·
..~:l?;;.~f!!...Y!.f?:r.:.'?.~~ ~.I?.~.~!:?J..?..~JL.~...+ gl§:9.t(:m~.t\~P...9.~j:~?'g:t1..!f:E?~+;:1!:..;:~:t~.;:~t:
<It ~.~~rob~: .~~~~.:~.~~~:~ ..~...~R.~.~~...9.~~.~~~.i!-..*~.€:..~~~:t!r?)A~§ ....t.~§~.~~~
of heart rate. High. teacher .involvement necessary to identify
he~~;rt·~·"·de·spit~"·Pttpiia·"ha·ving"·dr'~w·:i.ng··o·f·'Daphni~'~''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
Other problem is that many pupils did not read the instructions
2. Whichparts ofthe lesson worked well? prior to the lesson.
s Your opinion (e.g,parts that would improve pupil understanding): ..J·~~J.?~.9.P.-.;~~~.. ;~..nj~..v:~§.
for its novelty aspect. Could possibly ask pupils to predict6'iit'c()~e'''9:n''oasrs''o'i'''pe'rs'onal'''ex'perIep:c'e':'''' " .
• Pupils' response (e.g, parts that pupils erijoyed~found interesting/fun etc.): i.. : ,•.:•.:·:.•
J?u,p.P . haA diff'; 1 t . .tt-. +h. h'R ,';I +,." . d d....... *)iL ¥ :+.9.J.?.-h .. ,.y:•••W~ H· Y.. ~ •• ,g~.w.u.'t ~a,..,..•. JIQ ••• lI.le •• ;pr.Q:Y.;l.. e .
with appropriate ~};Calesfor the axes. Results wer~ nQt very
aCCt1rate~ Post experimental tlideal" data was provided for' Ciwlll'pS ..
3. Was there sUfficieht time fo(ptipi1s to complete the worksheets (excluding ho.tt1ework)? ',' .'
i;••Thi:.s •.Y.~p..~~.c;t.f::r::9.!Jl..g:r.9.MJ?..~R...g;r;'.Q,1JI>.,•... g.9.n~.i.Q~.t.:B~1J..~..g;t;'.Q.Ub),a.~:h~."'.·.. j;:h~.:
su.ffioient time •. ';;Other ·grou.pe aid.~rtO't.. One group killed;. .;'
the.ir w~te.r, fleas-' tliI'oug..'1 'bad ha4d.ii.ng" .. ' .' ...:." .. . . . ••..
Write down any errors (content of otherwise) you may have found .m.. the pupil wo~ks~ee~s?
• .': '\., • '. '" : ~ ,.l
::.N.o.,i..e.r.~Qr.s..ot~.~cDn:tent:4..•..~~!..h~~.~...t.-n-.. ~.~~?:.th9:l'A,·.~~..~h~...~~.t~.j.~)?~~.....
ii. tAe. pu.:pils. could Jlave ,been, provided ~ith a pho~oc9PY of tl1.<a. ',.,....g;::aPh··$apel'·..wrt1i ..·tb:e···~x·es···dra~~·..t·o.. h~..·o·qr!:e~t·..~~a1;~~·..·'..·..··..·······
5. Please write.down any suggestions you may have for improving this lesson?
A point.of concern regarding blood manufacture by·liver.
" " e_ " t -".. I -.' .. _ "' '10 .; " .. ;; .' ••••. " "' •• ,," " " " ~ " JI,'" ._.' :.:.".~"., " " ".,,, t .." ". t- .-.".. " " .. "" • ,"' " " "" ." .. "" ;t 0 .-.·0 •• , , .
In the section of work dealing with connective tissue, we
···dIscii'ssed.'··tli·e···remov·s'f"of··ol'a."b'fOO·d··c·e'fl·s"'b'y"'iiv'E;:r"and'''sPleen~''''
···la't"·l;1··-rate··'lJf···2-:o··tt111:f:f:o:n;":P·(f;t1·"s·ltct}1.ia.·;·····Al'tH.tm:g!r:·t'1ii·s···nr··a·'m:fiiate'
... :t';r.ac:ti.o.n .. 'O.f. ... t.he ...to;t.a.l ..bl.ood...9.~A-JF}...~~.~J.:1~);>1~.l.;.f. .Q. 9J1.~.p.~~n.A~.;........':
the large numbers mentioned in the text book have a quantitati e..·nie·aning ..f'o·r·..the· ..PupiIs·:· ·..p·:·;.f~o..·..···· · .
Please use reverse side of this sheet ifl have left tnsufficient space. Add any other comments you
wish to make.
Evaluation:
Lesson 1
4.
.Maybe should su.ggest that .Aristotle was not totally wrong.
';\. ....-
Blood cells are replaced but the rate of 2,6 million cells
a second although sounding large (As it is intended to impress
during the discussion on connecf rve tiss.ue) is in fact a very
small percentage of the total (0..00001%)
Unless carefully noted by the pupils, the contradiction
in what was previously taught and the ourrent concept that theo . ,
.he~rt func·tions only as a pump could produce a conceptual
d:{~sonance..
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Please use reverse side of this sheet if I have left insufficient space. -Acldany (Jth~rcoirmi~/1tsyou
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ivatuation:
Lesson 4
1. Please list any problems you experienced with this lesson regarding:
. . 30Q (marking previous work) + 60' to do• Lengthoflesson: , .
and correct homework on direction of blood flow.
" ,j". _, " •• :.. ~li 0<" "_o - ,; 'O ., ..
o Practical problems in doing investigations: O.ul,y:..pro.blems ...aes~H.~!:l.~.~.~.~ ~~ .
.~.~.g.9:~?:-.~~m~Qy.8~9.MP..~ 2.:f..:~~JJ~.?:l!;i,.y.~..PM.P.;j,.l.~.o , .
., Contenttaught: ~~ J?;:~E.~.~.~.~ ., .
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• Any other problems: ..~~~.~~:'?:~.,.p.~!!~.~:?. ..jI.?. ...~P.R?:.~g?:.~~~...~~~.-p...~...H~§.9.~;i:g'~~"'H
lesson aJ.so involves observing and recording results ..
.,_ " ot ••• ~ · ·•••.••• ·.·.·_ ' ,; .
2. Whil~hpartaof'the lessonworked-well?
• Y:nl~opirtiOll (e.g, Partsti~lltwdtild improve pupil understanding): U.." ...
.g~.~~~*,~:¥.~~a..!?·~.~rf;~*~%:..~.~~.:r.g.~~.~.n~.n.~~.:r.:t;~.r;.~:t!~;..~§;~;••X.f?r.y. , .
definitely. estBblishgd!. . ; .
(I Pu.~.'t~ponse (e.g. pa$.,tbat;pupils. enJoyed,found interesting/fun etc.):,. .: ;..~..;..:.., .
.~.~;B-.~,:r~~!..y:.• ;~ .J.~y.~tQ,.~.t.n.e.9.+:~Q:t.iQ.al..~sIu~.C.t2." .
30 'Was there sufficient tUne for.pupils to complete the worksheets (excluding homework)?
.' Ye~. "H,PJnework;ws:;I,:SXljoyed. L,e. pSl;3ting nam~s .en p.~~gram,
';;1Ii ,. •.•••••• , •.•. ,.~ , ..........................•••• Ii ..••• f_.- ' , 0 •.• _ , '" ,. '. t''''_ •.• It· •• "-.',"" '.- ..
j',; , in~teag ,Qf.iJ~iIP..pl.y writi.ng.'l,ab!:lls, out. ,: ..", "J ';:.
4. Write down any errors (content ofotherwise)you.may have found in the pupil worksheets?
i:.~~:R±~8~!~B:'t!=!.:~~E7Y.8.:t'B!..q~~,Jf.~?!'~~.~~!:.c"A..§.~.~~:l?:~. :?:..~~.~.;:~ f2!:' ~?!=l.~~~ .
&; nutrients wh~p.¥'Iork.ing her,der. were ,no:t conci.as ; Idea of
~ ~..;.:~;r:,~-,; :. ~~~';,~i'~l.. -~.;,.,.:.:.;....-..4~~,;.i~..•:).! S,.4 .. _ ;. 01,. ~ .; ._,; '.: ,;,; ' .
blopd-£loyv being supplier of nutrients. not always grasped ..
",' ". :. ' . . • . .'. ,;~.' '. . • " ... . - .. ,>
_. . "' .. ,
5. Please-write down any suggesuol1s.you may have for improving this lesson?
...Expf._~nation ..Qf,::use. ..af s:t.e.thosco;p.e~..n~.J.l:9.ity t.t ..tM.n.g.tJRKl.§ .
prior to letting pupils get their hands em the instrument
........... .,."' ••• " •••.•• t· _ 't " ,. ' ,., , ..
mas have been beneficial •
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Please use reverse side of this sheet if1have left insufficient space. Add any other comments you
wish to make.
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APPENDIXD
Test of Understanding (TOU)
TEST - CiR,ulstory system Time: 40 minutes
Instrnc.tiruI: Answer all questions an the double folio paper provided.
1. Although you never studied the blood system of a human foetus, your knowledge of the
mammalian circulatory system will enable you to work out the answers to this question. A
human foetus (developing inside its mother) receives its food and oxygen from its mot®(~
l?kmd at the placenta (in the uterus). The lungs do not function until birth. The structure
of the foetal blood system is slightly different from an adult's blood system, to help in its
functions. The diagram below shows the structure of the foetal blood system. From the
diagram you can see that there is a hole in the wall between the atria of the heart (labelled
A), and a vessel (labelled B) connecting the pulmonary artery and the aorta. The hole A
. "
and the connection B close just after the birth ofthe baby.
aorta
umbilical vein -
umbilical arteries
placenta
a) Explain why A and B are important to the foetus.
b) Suggest what would happen ifA and B remained open after birth.
(4)
. (4)
c) List the names of the structures and vessels of the most direct rQute by which oxygen
could be carried in the blood from the placenta to the legs of a foetus. (6)
{14]
1
o
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2. a) Imagine yourself to be a red blood cell in the main vein of one cfyour legs, List the
vessels, heart chambers, and other structures you would pass through, in the correct
sequence, before you arrived once more in the same leg
b) How many times did the red cell pass through
(i) the lungs, and
(ii) the heart?
(13}
(2)
[15]
3. a) Why is there a difference in thickness between the walls of the atria and ventricles?(2)
b) What do you think might account for the difference inwall thickness between the left
and right ventricles? ..
The blood system has been likened to a bus route. Inthis comparison, each of the items
listed en the left below is equivalent to one of those on the right. Write them down in the
correct pairs, and give a reason for your choice.
4.
CirtlIlation Bu~mute
heart roads
red blood cells engine of the bus
oxygen buses
vessels passenger
5.
\\
Explain the statement: 1I0ur closed blood system is leaky".
2
(2)
[4J
[8}
[4}
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o. Study the diagram below of a circulatory system and answer the questions. that follow.
er~Qd"""$.x
~.y
Oz
a) Why is this called a double circulation? (3)
b) Find three differences between the blood circulation inthe above diagram. and the real
blood circulation inamammal,
c) To answer this question, you need to tear off and use the attached diagram of
the heart at the back of the question paper.
Early medical thinkers like Galen (about AD 129-200) thought that the heart sent the
blood out to the body from the left ventricle. Then the right ventricle $ltnt vapours
out along the pulmonary artery and the blood crossed into the left ventricle through
invisible pores. Label the attached diagram Y).mow what Galen thought (use arrows).
Mark with a tick ideas which biologists believe are correct. Mark with a cross ideas
that we think are wrong. Insert diagram page into your test script
3
(3)
(4)
[10]
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7. Discu$~ the differences ~en arterie!! and veins in regard to:
a) the relative amounts of oxygen and carbon dioxide in the systemic circulation of
humans; (2)
b) the relative amounts of oxygen and carbon dioxide in the pulmonary circulation of
, \
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
[10]
humans;
c) the direction of blood flow;
d) the pressure of the blood;
e) the thickness of the walls.
..
TOTAL::; [65]
4
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Insert this diagram page into your test script.
QUESTION 6C..:.
la)
-~
2a.)
3a)
4 )
5)
APPENDIXE
Marking memorandum of TOU
Circulato:r:y system - Test of Understanding
b)
MEMORANDUM ~
Both A a~res,ult~.n ost of the oxygenated ~ passing
directly from the pI centa to th~ main body'circulation,
bypassing the lungs which have no function in the foetus.
/ (4)
Blood would continue to bypa~~ e lungs and would ~.0t
therefore be fu~~~oxygenated. The tissues of the body
woul~ not respi~ ....:fficientl 7not be getting enough 02,
causlng weakness etc.
(4)
umbillc~el~-> vena y{v~~> ~t atriU~-> left
atrium -) left ventricle --) aorta --) arteries to legs.
/ ./ /(6)
Femoral vein -rS inferior vena ca~ --) right atrium /->
tricu~d va,l~ -"'",> rig~~L~ricle, --> pUlmo~y artt;u:y-)
lungs/-> pulmonary vo/ns --) le~atrium --) 9kCJ.lspid
valve -~,> left ventricle --) aorta --) iliac artery.
c)
b) (i ) once·/./
(ii) twice V
(13)
b)
(2)
Wal15 of atria don't need to contract as blood ~y has to
be forced into the vemtricles dl~ectly below~~
Walls of ventricle~n d to be thicker with more muscle
fibre for strong con actions to force blood under pressu:e
over longer distan'e (to the lungs and tissues of body).
(2)
The right ventr l.c Le has/o pump blood to the lungs which
are close to the heart'( - //e
The left ventricle has to pump blood to all tissue~of e
body. Left ventricle . • needs stronger contractions . .
has thicker muscular walls.
(3)
Heart - engine of the ~ - in both cases work is done to
bring about movement. ~
red blood cells - buses - b~ tran5:port people as zed
blood cells transpor~ oxygen. . ~
oxygen - passenge0 both are transpczted to destinft"Cl.on.
vessels - roads~route along which is travelled~
(8)
Capillaries ~e thin walled vesselS~Omp.riSing a
single endothelial layer. ~
Xn the c~illaries blood plasma leaks out through tiny
pores /'
( 4 )
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6a) Two paths of blood flow: ~
heart ~ lungs - heart~ /
heart - body - heart. V
OR
..,/
Heart acts as if it is two separate pumps:
Blood is pumped from heart (right side) to lungs and back.
to heazt . Y
Blood is pumped from heart (left side) to all body tissues
and back. ;/'"
(3}
b) -blvod does not travel down one sjde of the body and up the
other ~.
-two venae cavae, only one shown on diagram ~
...2 c.hamher-ed heart incorrect, should have four chambers /'
-valves in veins - none in diagram ,_,..,-
-valves in heart - none in diagram ~
~lungs not shown as two organs ~
+Lunqa are above the heart c-:
- capillar ies in the arms, he-adand ribs should be separate"""-
-capillaries in the legs and reproductive system should be
separate __
~aorta and pulmonary artery should cross over.~
c)
Any (3)
( 3)
~2~.__~A~r~t~e.r~j~e~s~ ~ ·~ ~~~~ ~ __~-- __--
a) l' 02 .t. C02 ._./
b) • 02 t C02 ~
c) Away form heart~
d) higher ~
e) thicker v
t C02 ! 02 ...........
• C02 , 02 ,_......-
towards heart .__...
lower ..--
thinner .............
(10)
TOTAL (64]
r :
c
I
I
I
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APPENDIXF
Attitude Towards School Biology Test
STD. BIOLOGY OPTION:-.- _
YOUR NAME IS NOT REQUIRED.
Attitude toward Biology in School Assessment.
Please use this scale to at13Wer the following questions:
SA -
A -
N -
D -
SD -
strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disal7free
Strongly disagree
( Circle ~E choice. )
(1) SA A N D SD
\'2) SA A N D SD
;)
( ~ ) SA A N D SD
ij.
( 4 ) SA A N D SD
(5) SA A N D SD
Biology is fun.
I do not like blology and it bothers me
to have to study it.
During biology ctass, r usually am
interested.
I wou l.dlike to learn more about biology.
If I knew I would neVer go to biology
class ag';lin,! Would feel sad.
{6) SA AND SD Biology is interesttng to me and I enjoy
it.
( 7 ) SA A N D SD Biology makes me feel uncomfortable,
restless" irritable, and impatient.
( 8 ) SA A N D SD Biology is fascinating and fUn.
C 9 ) SA A N D SD The feeling I have towards biology is a
good feeling.
(10) SA A N D SD When r hear the word biOLogy, I have a
feeling of dislike.
(11) SA A N D SD Biology is a topiC I enjoy studying.
(12) SA A N D SD T feel at ease with biology and I like it...
very much.
(13) SA A N D SD I feel a definite positive reaction to
biology.
(14) SA A N D SD Biology is boring.
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